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WHO ARE PEASANTS?  

 

“Peasants are smallholder farmers who have been incorporated into the polities and 

economies of large-scale societies… It may be safe to assert that a majority of the 

world's peoples could still, in some way, be considered peasants… Peasants utilize 

relatively simple technology and labor-intensive production methods. The family is the 

basic unit of production and consumption”.1 

 

WHAT ARE THE PEASANTS’ RIGHTS? 
 

“As human beings, peasants and other people working in rural areas are entitled to 

all human rights that have been recognized by the United Nations (UN) General 

Assembly since the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, 

including those enshrined in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

(ICCPR) adopted in 1966. However, almost 50 years after the adoption of these two 

instruments, the vulnerability of peasants and other people working in rural areas; 

including herders, pastoralists and fisherfolk; remains of particular concern. They 

represent 70 percent of the people living in extreme poverty and 80 percent of the 

world hungry. Hundreds of millions of them are victims of multiple discrimination and 

violations of human rights and most of them are not effectively protected by the 

International Labour Laws because they are not engaged in the formal sector.”2 

 

                                                           
1Bruce D. Roberts. Impact of Economic Development on Peasants, page 1, at 

http://web.mnstate.edu/robertsb/307/Impact%20of%20Economic%20Development%20on%2

0Peasants%20.pdf  
2Christophe Golay. (2013). Legal Reflections on the Rights Of Peasants and Other People 

working in Rural Areas’, background paper, page 4, Geneva Academy, at 

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/WGPleasants/Golay.pdf   

http://web.mnstate.edu/robertsb/307/Impact%20of%20Economic%20Development%20on%20Peasants%20.pdf
http://web.mnstate.edu/robertsb/307/Impact%20of%20Economic%20Development%20on%20Peasants%20.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/WGPleasants/Golay.pdf
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P R E F A C E  
 
The year 2017 has come and passed but peasants and civil society organizations working 

for the rights of peasants in Sindh have no realization that for many years the Government 

of Sindh (GoS) had been implementing a World Bank agriculture loan project that had 

caused havoc for peasants in many other countries: Ethiopia, the Philippines, Guatemala, 

Rwanda, Morocco, Spain, Mozambique, Uganda, Nepal, and Ukraine. The projects in 

these countries opened the agriculture sector to foreign corporations under the slogan of 

‘ease of doing business’; meaning “cutting administrative procedures, lowering corporate 

taxes, removing environmental and social regulations or suppressing trade barriers” so that 

corporations could easily acquire land and control the seed, fertilizer, and pesticide 

market. In other countries, the bank’s projects have deprived millions of peasants of their 

lands as a result of large-scale industrial farming by big corporate companies. The Sindh 

Agriculture Policy drafted under the World Bank’s project introduced an environment in 

which the corporations could grab land and hold the right to sell and purchase seeds. If 

the GoS implements the World Bank and WTO policies and approaches in the agriculture, 

livestock and fishing sectors, peasants, already victims of uncounted systematic and 

structural problems, will face another potential World Bank python.   

 

In the absence of any strong platform for peasants’ rights in the province, there is no 

pressure on the GoS to address the bizarre poverty-ridden lives of poor peasants and 

fishers living in the rural areas of Sindh. The entire social, cultural, and political fabric of 

Sindh is dominated by a feudal and landlord system that has captured, manipulated, 

exploited, and enslaved the revenue and irrigation departments and the peasants. NGOs 

are not representative bodies of peasants because these are project-based and follow 

donor agendas; thus, little has happened in terms of land reforms or controlling the 

corruption in the revenue and irrigation systems. Another dilemma is that NGOs and the 

media have mixed peasants with laborers, their independent identity as a class is absent; 

the Sindh Industrial Relations Act is one of the examples that NGOs believe is the panacea 

for the peasants’ misery because the peasants are identified as laborers, and have the 

right to form unions. However, the collective struggle for rights pays the least attention to 

the formal organization if the pain is realized across the board with the same severity, but 

the state has created serious disjuncture, in which the collective pain and collective 

struggle appears to be impossible. Hence, NGOs have to continue to raise their voice 

irrespective of the context and funding sources. NGOs and even the current Hari 

Committee (HC) cannot be the same Hari Committee of peasants that performed a 

genuine role; the middle-class members of the Committee changed their agendas to 

encompass the new tunes of nationalism and democracy and deviated from the genuine 

peasant movement that engaged in sustained activism. The current HC has to re-emerge 

in the same form as it was before the 1970s to provide a genuine platform based on, as 

Sohail Sangi said, the “seeds of struggle were sown decades ago, it now needs courage 

and vision to harvest the crop.” 

 

 

AKRAM ALI KHASKHELI 
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MAIN HIGHLIGHTS OF THE REPORT 

 

LEGISLATION 
  

 The Sindh Tenancy Act 1955 governs the relationship between the tenant 

(peasant) and the landlord.  

 

 In 2013, the government of the Pakistan Peoples Party in Sindh made minor 

amendments to the Act that instead of benefiting the peasants had a 

negative impact. However, the lack of implementation of the existing weak 

law could still have a positive outcome for peasants/tenants.  

 

 The issues arising from the Act include no documentation of the tenancy 

contract, a lack of transparent documentation system for financial matters 

between the peasants and the landlords, and no provision of peasant courts – 

the issues are taken to the revenue courts for settlement. 

 

 The Bonded Labour System Abolition Act was introduced in 1992 but was never 

implemented. After the 18th constitutional amendment, agriculture and 

bonded labor became provincial subjects; therefore, in June 2015, the GoS 

introduced the same law without any changes.  

 

 After the introduction of the Sindh Bonded Labour System Abolition Act, no 

such measures were taken; for example, no district vigilance committees were 

formed, the freed and escaped peasants were rehabilitated, and the culprits 

were not brought to justice.  

 

SINDH AGRICULTURE POLICY 

 
 The agriculture policy, which was finally announced by the government of 

Sindh, in 2016 was prepared by landlords in consultation with bureaucrats and 

traders. The primary objectives of the draft policy include achieving a growth 

rate of 4% to 5% in the agriculture sector, reducing rural poverty to fifty percent 

of the current level, overcoming malnutrition, ensuring the productive and 

sustainable use of natural resources, fighting climate change, and reducing 

the adverse environmental impact arising from the excessive use of fertilizers.  

 

 The draft agriculture policy also aims to soften the laws for public-private 

partnerships and to set up processing hubs and zones in major production 

clusters. However, the policy has not addressed certain issues, such as a 

mechanism to control the cost of multiple crops, efficient water management, 

the rehabilitation of wetlands, a mechanism to compensate the growers 

achieving surplus production, or a mechanism to address the monopoly of 

certain people for some crops such as wheat. The civil society has not shown 

their position or stance concerning the agriculture policy. 
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WATER AND IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
 

 The irrigation system of Sindh Province has 14 main canals and covers the entire 

province except for the Thar Desert and Kacho area. Despite that, 45% of the 

people in the rural areas of Sindh are excessively malnourished and poverty-

stricken compared to KPK and Balochistan, which do not even have a well-

established irrigation system.  

 

 The dishonest officials in the irrigation department do not distribute water 

equally; rather they provide more water to the landlords and bureaucrats in 

return for huge bribes. The peasants and small-scale landlords at the tail end of 

the canals and branches face the worst situation because of the corruption 

and the poor maintenance of the irrigation system, and because the poor 

peasants cannot pay a huge amount to the Darogha (a lower rank revenue 

official) to obtain their due water share.  

 

 Every day, scores of peasants and farmers mount protest rallies against the 

shortage of water, especially the peasants and farmers at the tail end of the 

canals who are in the worst situation; however, their protests, rallies, and hunger 

strikes go unnoticed/unheard and receive no response.  

 

BONDED PEASANTS AND LABORERS 
 

 2017 was a difficult one for bonded peasants and laborers, the number of 

recovered bonded peasants increased to 553, including 196 men, 221 women, 

and 136 children. Despite the alarming situation, the landlords are never 

punished or sentenced or even fined for keeping peasants in illegal captivity.  

 

 In 2013, the number of bonded peasants released was 1,260 including 264 

women and 651 children. 

 

 In 2014, the number of released bonded peasants was 275 including 53 women 

and 115 children. 

 

 In 2015, the number of bonded peasants released was 133 including 53 women 

and 51 children.  

 

 In 2016, the number of released bonded peasants was 257 including 110 

women and 62 children.  

 

 In 2017, the number of released bonded peasants was 553 including 221 

women and 136 children. 

 

 In 2017, the peasants and Hari camps remained without the basic facilities of 

water, electricity, health, and nutrition; as before, their rehabilitation continues 

to be of little concern to the GoS.  

 

 In 2017, eight cases of peasants being brutally tortured were reported in local 

newspapers, with many cases going unreported. None of the tortured 
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peasants received justice, and no one brought the landlord to the police 

station or courtroom.  

FISHERS IN INLAND AND MARINE 

 

 In 2015, the number of full-time registered fishers engaged in inland fishing in 

Sindh was 30,521 and 15,791 were registered as part-time fishers. The number 

of fishers decreased during the previous 15 years; in 2015, the number of 

registered fishers was 46,312 compared to 49,340 in 2001. This decrease is 

largely due to the debt bondage; political issues; the occupation of lakes, 

rivers, and canals; and the shortage of water, which has caused havoc to the 

lives of the fishers and peasants. Consequently, the inland fishermen have 

moved to the coast for marine fishing. 

 

PROTESTS AND RALLIES  
  

 In 20017, as many as 29 protests relating to the peasants and agriculture sector 

were reported in newspapers in which around 4,500 peasants took part, 

including women and children. The protestors were concerned about the 

water shortage, the illegal acquisition of agricultural land by the landlords and 

bureaucrats, torture and attempted rape by the landlord, and the fixing of low 

rates for crops by the mill owners and traders. Most of the protests were held in 

Badin, Mirpurkhas, and Tando Allahyaar.   

 

FAO AND EU PROJECT FOR LANDLESS PEASANTS 

 

 The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations with the 

financial aid of the European Union (EU) initiated a four-year project to improve 

land tenancy for landless peasants. The title of the project is Improved Land 

Tenancy in Sindh Province (ILTS). The project aims to benefit 12,600 households 

in Sujawal, Tando Muhammad Khan, Mirpur Khan, Tando Allahyar, Dadu, 

Jamshoro, Larkana, and Matiari. It also aims to have 4,800 informal tenancy 

agreements between peasants and landlords. However, the main objective of 

the project is to contribute to the efforts for poverty alleviation. 

 

THE LANDLESS HAREES PROJECT  
 

 In 2009, the GoS initiated the Landless Harees Project (LHP) to provide 

agriculture land to peasants in 17 districts of Sindh (Umerkot, Thatta, Badin, 

Jamshoro, Sanghar, Dadu, Larkana, Ghotki, Jacobabad, Kashmore, Khairpur, 

Matiari, Mirpurkhas, Shahdadkot (Kamber), Shaheed Benazirabad, Shikarpur, 

and Sukkur). A total of 41,520 acres of land was distributed among 2,883 (70.6 

percent) women and 1,220 (29.4 percent) men. The main purpose was to 

improve the unutilized or unleveled land, and for the purchase of fertilizers and 

seeds. The beneficiaries were also given micro-health insurance, family nutrition 

kits, and poultry birds and fruit trees.  

 

 However, although many NGOs had highlighted issues, problems, and 

complications in the distribution process, and even serious issues in taking 

possession of the land, no independent studies have been conducted to assess 

the impact of the LHP after the completion of the project. 
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WORLD BANK LOAN PROJECT IN SINDH, HARM IN OTHER COUNTRIES 
 

 In July 2014, the World Bank approved the Sindh Agriculture Project for five 

years up until June 2019. The total approved project cost was USD88.70 million. 

The project’s main purpose was to improve the productivity and market access 

of small and medium scale producers in commodity value chains. The project 

has three components. 1) capacity building and institutional development, 2) 

investment for agricultural growth, and 3) project management, and 

monitoring and evaluation.   

 

 By the end of 2017, it was disclosed that the World Bank had extended the 

project duration from June 2019 to December 2020. The midterm review 

considered the project to be moderately satisfactory. The breakthrough was 

believed to be the agriculture policy, which was introduced by the GoS for the 

first time.  

 

 The Sindh Agriculture Growth Project clearly shows that it aimed to benefit 

influential landlords and corporate companies rather than the poor peasants  

(haris) and poor farm workers. The project is in no way oriented toward the 

rights of peasants. 

 

 In different parts of the world, in one decade alone, around 3.4 million people 

were displaced by the bank’s project, and hundreds of families had their 

homes burned down. The bank’s loan approach binds the GoS to make things 

easy and smooth for the corporations, which would result in land acquisition by 

corporations similar to how it happened in Liberia and the Philippines. 

 

 The Sindh Agriculture Policy drafted under the World Bank project is primarily 

meant to provide legal and administrative protection and services to the large 

corporations for making a business out of agriculture; an approach that has 

resulted in the deprivation of the land rights and other basic livelihood 

resources of the poor people.  

 

REPRESENTATION OF PEASANTS AT INTERNATIONAL FORUMS 

 

 From 15 to 19 May 2017, the fourth session of the Intergovernmental Working 

Group on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and Other People 

Working in Rural Areas took place. The declaration recognizes peasants’ rights 

to land, to food sovereignty, seeds, to decent working conditions, to markets, 

the public policy participation, and the stakes. The draft declaration has 

remained under discussion and subject to changes and re-adoption in three 

sessions of OEIWG. In May 2017, the declaration was the fourth time it was 

reviewed by the OEIWG in which international organizations – working for 

peasants’ rights – actively participated. 
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SECTION 1: LEGISLATION AND POLICY FOR PEASANTS IN SINDH 
 

The state shall encourage local government institutions composed of elected representatives 

of the areas concerned, and within such institutions, special representation will be given to 

peasants, workers, and women (Article 32, Constitution of Pakistan). 

 

1.1 THE SINDH TENANCY ACT 1955 
 

The Sindh Tenancy Act 1955 governs the relationship between the tenant (peasant) and the 

landlord. It was introduced after a great struggle by the Sindh Hari Committee under the 

leadership of Haider Bux Jatoi. However, many pro-peasant provisions in the Act were not 

included. After the death of Haider Bux Jatoi and significant changes in the political 

landscape, the Committee headed by middle-class non-peasants moved toward other issues 

rather than to protect the peasants’ rights. In 2013, Pakistan Peoples Party’s government in 

Sindh had made minor amendments to the Act which did not bring any benefit to peasants 

rather it had inflicted very negative impacts on peasants. Peasants are not given their due 

share of agriculture productions; therefore, many among them, especially schedule caste, are 

subject to debt bondage. The Act defines tenancy as a right; meaning the permanent right 

of cultivation of the land under the landlord. The Act recognized peasant as “tenant 

permanent” or “tenant at will,” or as long the tenant wants to continue the cultivation of the 

land. The Act could ensure zero exploitation of tents’ rights by the landlords if amended in light 

of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and other people working in rural 

areas. Amendment of the Act is also indispensable because it does not suit the current 

protection needs of peasants which are always a weaker party in the tenancy. In 1955, the 

mode of agricultural activities was hands and animals (manual), but now it has been replaced 

with technology and market monopoly, and corporate sector. However, the lack of 

implementation of the existing weak law could still bring positive outcomes for 

peasants/tenants. The significant gaps often include no documentation of the tenancy 

contract, lack of transparent documentation system for financial matters between the 

peasants and the landlords, no provision of peasant courts rather issues were taken to the 

revenue courts for the settlement of issues/disputes.1 

 

1.2 THE SINDH BONDED LABOUR SYSTEM ABOLITION ACT 2015 

 

In 1992, the Bonded Labour System Abolition Act was introduced but had never been 

implemented; not a single landlord was sentenced for violating the law. Since bonded labour 

is linked with agriculture and brick kiln, and both subjects have become provincial matter after 

the 18th Constitutional Amendment in 2010. Therefore, in June 2015, the GoS introduced the 

same law without any difference. After the necessary task of making the federal law as a 

provincial law, the GoS has done nothing to protect the rights of peasants and farm workers in 

more than two years’ time span. The district vigilance committees have not been set up 

responsible for monitoring the implementation of the law, and also no measures have been 

made to rehabilitate the freed or escaped peasants from the captivity of landlords. They live 

in camps without livelihood, health and education services; and often re-trapped into debt 

bondage. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 PILER. (2010). Labour Rights in Pakistan Declining Decent Work and Emerging Struggles. A Report.  
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1.3 AGRICULTURE POLICY  
 

Throughout the year, the news kept coming that the GoS had prepared the first draft of the 

agriculture policy under the Sindh Agriculture Growth Project funded by the World Bank.2 The 

World Bank project official claimed that the final draft would have been ready by October 

2017.  

 

In 2016, Suhail Anwar Siyal had replaced Ali Nawaz Khan Mahar as the Minister for Agriculture, 

Supply & Prices, Home, Mines, and Minerals; both are landlords.3 One landlord replaced the 

other landlord. However, the GoS claims that Sindh agriculture policy was the first time 

initiatives in the history of Pakistan and it also claims that the preparation or drafting of 

agriculture policy was done in consultation with the stakeholders.4 However, these historical 

policy drafting consultations were neither known to the public nor civil society. If there were 

any consultations but were done behind the doors with the business community, 

intermediaries, and landlords.  

 

The project officials made tall claims that in the result of the agriculture policy implementation, 

the farmers would have better incomes and ordinary person in a rural area working at 

processing, transport and storage facilities will have higher income, and it would also provide 

cheap and inexpensive and nutritious food to people in the province.5 

 

The draft agriculture policy’s primary objectives include achievement of 4% to 5% growth rate 

in the sector, reduce rural poverty to fifty percent of the current level, overcoming malnutrition, 

ensuring productive and sustainable use of natural resources, fighting climate change and 

reducing adverse environmental impacts of the excessive use of fertilizers. For this purpose, the 

GoS has to provide more credit for activities about agriculture, fisheries, livestock and other 

related off-farm rural activities. Under the policy, the GoS would develop new financial 

institutions to support the farmers in the sector which include building linkages between formal 

and informal sources of credit and warehouse receipt. Additionally, the policy draft also 

mentions about simplifying methods to the sale and lease agriculture land and set up business 

in the rural areas and introduce legal and administrative reforms related to agriculture 

marketing.   

 

In the draft policy document, the GoS has given more importance to crop productivity and 

marketing techniques. The GoS aims to encourage competition, remove price caps, increase 

transparency and encourage and facilitate novel mode of business (for instance, online 

trading to sell and purchase agriculture production). The draft policy also showed that the GoS 

intended to bring legal framework and rules related to labeling and quality of fertilizers, 

pesticides, seeds, animal feed, and medicines. Another aspect of the draft policy was to 

attract and invite parties at local, national and international levels to invest in rural areas, for 

which, the GoS would keep financial incentives. The other features of the draft policy include: 

1) To soften the laws for public-private partnerships and setting up the processing hubs 

and zones in major production clusters. 

                                                           
2 Muhammad Hussain. (2018, January 15). Retrieved from https://outlook.live.com/owa/?path=/mail/junkemail  
3 Provincial Assembly of Sindh, at http://www.pas.gov.pk/index.php/members/profile/en/31/544 
4 Tunion, H. (2017). Sindh prepares agriculture policy. Retrieved from 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526830/sindh-prepares-agriculture-policy/  
5 Tunion, H. (2017). Sindh prepares agriculture policy. Retrieved from 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526830/sindh-prepares-agriculture-policy/  

https://outlook.live.com/owa/?path=/mail/junkemail
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526830/sindh-prepares-agriculture-policy/
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526830/sindh-prepares-agriculture-policy/
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2) To reduce poverty by providing inputs and services to poor people especially living in 

remote areas  

3) To encourage and promote nutrition-sensitive agriculture production 

4) To facilitate poor through microfinancing programmes 

5) To help landless farmers by introducing clear, transparent and legally enforceable 

tenancy agreements 

 

However, the Sindh Abadgar Board (SAB) said that draft policy did not address various serious 

concerns of growers which include:  

1) No mechanism and devise to control the cost for multiple crops, which results in the 

burden on small and medium growers should not be increased 

2) No mention of the efficient use of water or water management, which is a great 

concern in the agriculture sector in Sindh 

3) No word about wetlands, which also contribute to the agricultural economy.  

4) No mention of rehabilitating the wetlands  

5) No mechanism to compensate growers getting surplus production 

6) No mechanism or system to address monopolies of some people in some crops such 

as wheat.6 

 

The SAB is primarily a landlord forum that strives for the interest and benefits of landlord 

community. This forum has small-scale peasants who own and cultivate their lands and do not 

give these to others for tenancy. The agriculture policy-related concerns of SAB do not address 

the concerns of peasants who are victims of the feudal system and the policy design, which 

would ultimately benefit to large corporations and deprive peasants, farm workers, and others 

in rural areas from land, resources and livelihoods.  

 

In the agriculture policy, peasants’ concerns are not addressed rather have created more 

hurdle and problems which would pop up shortly.  

 

1.4 LAND TENURE CLASSIFICATION  

 

Table 2: Tenure classification of farms and farm area in Sindh 

    1960 1972 1980 1990 2000 2010 

No. of farms 

(in million) 

Total 0.695 0.748 0.795 0.802 1.070 1.115 

Owner 0.150 0.178 0.323 0.406 0.704 0.784 

Owner-cum tenant 0.061 0.097 0.085 0.061 0.043 0.045 

Tenant 0.484 0.472 0.386 0.335 0.323 0.286 

Farm area ( in 

million acres) 

Total 10.19 9.46 9.207 8.604 10.687 9.869 

Owner 3.230 2.909 4.35 5.098 8.113 7.83 

Owner cum Tenant 1.474 1.760 1.450 1.040 0.736 0.746 

Tenant 5.487 4.791 3.328 2.466 1.838 1.294 

Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (Agricultural Censuses) 

 

Table 2 shows that in Sindh, the number of farms increased from 0.695 million in 1960 to 1.115 

million till 2010. In Sindh, the owner of the farm areas also increased from 3.230 million in 1960 

to 7.83 million till 2010.  

                                                           
6 Tunion, H. (2017). Sindh prepares agriculture policy. Retrieved from 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526830/sindh-prepares-agriculture-policy/  

https://tribune.com.pk/story/1526830/sindh-prepares-agriculture-policy/
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The table shows that the number of tenants has decreased from 5.487 million (54 percent) in 

1960 to 1.294 (13 percent) million till 2010. However, the farm/land ownership has increased 

from 32 percent in 1960 to 79 percent till 2010; meaning the landowners have increased many 

times. Some questions raised from the above-given situation: 

 

1) Who has benefited from the increasing number of land ownership, poor or landlords’ 

families? 

2) How these changes/shifts occurred and what is the role of new water resources (dams 

and canals)? 

3) What is the size/quantity of the land that people own (This may be the case that the 

number of landowners has increased, but the size of the landholding is so small which 

is the most serious concern of the civil society organizations? SLRM believes 26 percent 

of 700,000 households possessed the lowest share in the land) 7.  

4) How much feudal lords have benefited from such increase of land/farm ownership? 

5) Which parts of the province the tenancy has decreased and why? 

 

 

                                                           
7 Sindh Land Reforms Movement (SLRM): a civil society network. Retrieved from http://piler.org.pk/wp-

content/uploads/2017/03/Sindh-Land-Reforms-Movement.pdf. 
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SECTION 2: WATER AND IRRIGATION SYSTEM 

 

2.1 Water-related projects completed in 2017 

 
Table 1: Water-related projects in Sindh in the Fiscal Year 2016-2017 

Name of the project 

Cost of the 

project in Rs. 

millions 

Purpose of the project Status 

Darawat Dam 9,300 

Could store 89192-acre-

feet; irrigate 25000 acres; 

and generate 0.30 mega 

wat power 

Physically completed 

NaiGaj Dam 26,236 

Storage capacity- 160000-

acre-feet; 

Irrigate 28800 acres; 

Could generate 4.2 mega 

wat electricity 

48 percent physically 

work completed  

Rainee Canal 17,643 412400 acres 
Physically completed 

(phase I) 

Right bank outfall 

drain- I 

Right bank outfall 

drain- II 

17,505 

61,985 

These project will help to 

dispose of thousands of 

cusecs of drainage effluent 

into the sea 

Substantially 

Completed 

Source:  Ministry of Finance, Pakistan (2017). Agriculture (chapter 2). Retrieved from 

http://www.finance.gov.pk/survey/chapters_17/02-Agriculture.pdf  

 

Table 1 shows that the federal government has carried out water-related projects in different 

parts of Sindh that include Darawat Dam, NaiGaj Dam, and Rainee Canal. These projects have 

completed. The GoS should provide lands around these projects to landless peasants 

especially women. 

 

2.2 UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF LAND AND IRRIGATION WATER 

 

Without water, life is zero. In agriculture, for a peasant, irrigation water is everything, but the 

the majority of them are victims of unequal canal water distribution which is worsening day by 

day; thus, across the province, every day we read in newspapers and observe scores of 

protests at different press clubs against the shortage or absence of water by peasants and 

others, especially, tail end peasants. In the absence of irrigation water, thousands of families’ 

lands have turned barren and infertile.  

 

Of the irrigation network, Sindh has 14 main canals and over 40,000 field channels. This 

integrated water distribution network covers almost the entire province- except the Thar Desert 

and Kacho area. Despite a developed and equally distributing irrigation system, the province’s 

rural areas are subject to extreme poverty, hunger, and starvation. Research revealed that 

more than 45 percent of rural population in Sindh was living below the poverty line- the highest 

indicator among four provinces of Pakistan. Despite the fact that Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

Balochistan did not have the well-established irrigation network as Sindh. 

 

As compared to Punjab (2,636), KP (2,700) and Balochistan (2,700), Sindh (2,490) had the lowest 

calorie intake. The Pakistan Demographic and Health Survey (2013) calculate that estimated 

63 percent of rural children under the age of five were victims of malnutrition in Sindh, which 

was the highest among other three provinces of Pakistan. Even after having a well-established 

http://www.finance.gov.pk/survey/chapters_17/02-Agriculture.pdf
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irrigation water system that carries water to remote areas, why Sindh has so much hunger, 

malnutrition, and poverty? There are many factors, but the most important issues are the 

unequal distribution of land, irrigation water and disastrous irrigation projects such as RBDO 

(Right Bank Outfall Drain) and LBDO (Left Bank Outfall Drain). Over the last 70 years, the 

governments have not introduced any land reforms. In rural areas of Sindh, around 71 percent 

households did not have their land for cultivation, which is the highest number as compared 

to other provinces.   

 

In Badin, people at the tail end of Mirwah canal do not receive irrigation water but saline water 

from the sea. The saline water comes through LBDO- the worst engineering disaster in the 

irrigation system. The absence of irrigation water and continuous presence of saline water has 

rendered millions of acres of land unproductive in Badin and Thatta districts. People of the tail 

end continuously protest, but irrigation authorities stick to their policy- support the rich or 

support the bribe givers. A few landlords with the large size of landholdings use their political 

power to control the irrigation department and manipulate the whole system to divert more 

water towards their lands by making illegal outlets. 

 

In irrigation department, darogha (a low-rank official responsible for monitoring the distribution 

of water) plays an important role in the hidden political economy of irrigation water 

distribution. He manipulates the system and illegally rent out water outlets. The powerful people 

at upstream pay Rs100,000 as bribe per season for one water outlet. On a single canal, there 

are many dozens of outlets, which help to fill in the pocket of darogha. The influential landlords 

also provide bribe in kind that includes wheat, mangos, and other foodstuff.  

 

The increasing demand for irrigation water results in more choices for darogha, he demands 

more money, which poor peasants could not afford. In this informal political economy of the 

irrigation system, peasants either poor or at the tail end are unable to afford to buy water. At 

the upstream, landlords temper the system with darogha and receive ten cusecs against the 

authorized two cusecs water in their distributary.  

 

On the one hand, the poor peasants are subject to the corruption of darogha, on the other 

hand, the old irrigation infrastructure does not bring them the water because the canal system 

has to be improved and maintained. As a result of poor maintenance, the system does not 

carry the required water to the tail end. In some distributaries, six feet of water is authorized, 

but since peasants do not pay a bribe, the water flow remains 2-3 feet. In result of the personal 

irrigation system of darogha and rich landlords, every day scores of protests across the 

province take place. Some of the reported protests in the media are the following: 
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2.3 PROTESTS AND RALLIES AGAINST SHORTAGE AND THEFT OF WATER 

 

On Jan 5, hundreds of villagers and farmers of village Bakhshoo Khan Lund protested in front 

against an influential bureaucrat in front of the press club.  

 

 
 

The leaders of the protesters, Abid Ali, Dariya Khan, Ameen, Hadi Bux, Khan Mohammed Lund 

and alleged that the bureaucrat wants to change the direction of the 4CL watercourse, stem 

from Shaadi Samaal canal, and wants to steal water from Khoski stream stem from Sukkur 

Barrage, as a result the villagers’ 700-acre fertile land will be deprived of water forever. The 

protest and sit in continued for 4 hours, which blocked the main road Pangriyo, Tando Bago-

Pangriyo road and Jhado road created a big traffic jam. PPP leader Haji Saeen Bux Jamali 

reached the place of protest and promised to bring justice to the protesters.1  

 

In Johi, hundreds of small and large-scale peasants protested against agriculture engineer and 

other agriculture officers. They alleged that the engineer and agriculture officers had done a 

done a corruption of 4 crore rupees. Leaders of the protest, Gulam Ali Abas Roonani, Haji 

Hussain Lashari and Abdul Latif Jamali and others were carrying banners and play cards and 

demanded the removal of the agriculture engineer. The protesters marched through the town 

and then did a sit-in at Fazil Chok. The leaders alleged that the GoS allocated four crore rupees 

for the cleaning and dredging of Johi branch.  

 

They said that there is enough water in Johi branch for Rabee season (winter crops) but the 

government allocated four crore rupees according to the engineer’s plan but the engineer 

wants to take all that money. They said that digging above the level of RD will hinder water 

supply to the farmers at the tail and their thousands of acres of land will become infertile.  

                                                           
1 Daily Kawish, 5 January, 2017; p. 14 
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They further added that Johi branch’s cleaning and dredging should always be done in May 

and June but not in January when already there is enough water for the winter crop. The 

protesters said that the agriculture engineer has remained under NAB’s custody under the 

charges of corruption; therefore, it is a very wrong decision to reinstate him on the same post 

at the same place.  

 

They demanded, from the chief justice of Pakistan, NAB, chairman anti-corruption Sindh, chief 

secretary Sindh and other concerned senior officials to bust the plan of 4 crores corruption and 

remove the engineer from the post2.  

 

On 14th May, large-scale farmers protested against water shortage at the tail of the Bahro 

Minor in Talhaar. In the leadership of Mir Aslam Talpur, Ali Mohammad Jatt, Wazeer Jatt, Raja 

Jamaali, Umar Jamaali, Salaam Jamaali, Chaudhry Abdul Khaliq, Rasheed Arain, Ramazan 

Lund and others, farmers of Sultan Canal (a branch of Bahro Minor) protested and staged a 

token hunger strike for 5 hours.  

 

The farmers said that the corrupt agriculture officers are selling water to landlords in exchange 

of money from through illegal links and lift machines from the start to the end of the Bahro 

Minors and because of that the farmers at the end of the Bahro Minors are experiencing severe 

water shortage.  

 

They further added that they had not received even a drop of water for the last seven months 

and because of that the crops have dried and are destroyed and farmers have lost many 

lacs.  

 

They said that Bahro Minor had not been cleaned or dredged for many years. Therefore, they 

requested the chief minister of Sindh, the secretory agriculture and other elected members 

from the region to bring an end to the synthetic water shortage in Bahro Minor; otherwise, they 

would continue the token hunger strike and peaceful protest.3   

 

 

                                                           
2 Daily Jang, 16 January, 2017; p. 12 
3 Daily Kawish, 14, May, 2017; p. 05 
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In Tando Allahyar, Famers protested against unannounced water closure for more than hours. 

The water was closed at Bakera Regulator of Sarfraz canal by the irrigation department to 

reconstruct the watercourse inlet (moga) of Chaakar District 9 miles long watercourse. As a 

result of the of water closure, farmers of the start gathered and protested, and after that, the 

irrigation department opened the water supply.  

 

The leader of the Sindh Abaadgaar Itehaad Nabi Bux Lund, Murtaza Odho and others said 

that the purpose of the water closure was to initiate fights between the farmers of the start and 

farmers of the end. Because the irrigation department’s official asked the farmers of an end 

to accompany them to the Bakera regulator with an excuse to build a model and they closed 

the gates of Chaakar Distri at the time when the farmers are sowing seeds and giving fertilizers 

to their land, the closure of water has brought them a loss. The leader of the peasants, Faheem 

Rind alleged that the farmers of the start are stealing their water share. He further said that 

taking notice of their protest, the irrigation department officials went to correct the “madol” 

and for that purpose, they closed the gates of the Chaakar Distri, on which the farmers of start 

got angry and forcefully opened the gates. When the newspaper reporters tried to contact 

the irrigation department official, they did not attend any phone calls4. 

 

In Malkaani Shareef, farmers protested against water shortage in Khoski and Oilpur branches 

of Phoohar Regulator. Leaders of the protesters, district council member (from PP party) Ali 

Dino Chandio, Union Council (UC) chairman Gulam Mohammad Laskaani said that they could 

not sow the seeds for the last three months because of no water in Khoski and Oilpur branches. 

They said that they don’t even have sufficient drinking water for themselves and their animals 

                                                           
4 Daily Kawish, May 14, 2017; p. 05 
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and despite that the irrigation department officials are not ready to provide them water. They 

threatened that they should be provided water according to the orders of the Supreme Court 

otherwise they will start a protest movement.5   

 

In Umerkot, farmers protested against water blockage in Kot canal in front of Umerkot press 

club. Leaders of the protest, Jamal ud Deen Arees, Sikandar Bajeer, Sardar Sher Khan Sameejo, 

Aslam, and others said that the irrigation department’s behavior is biased with farmers just 

because of the influential people (landlords, bureaucrats). They alleged that they are 

deliberately kept deprived of water and because of that, they could not sow cotton seeds 

and now the season for sowing cotton seeds is over.  

 

They further alleged that the influential people, with the help and support of irrigation 

department, take their water share by blocking their watercourses. They said that irrigation 

department had put 15 illegal barriers in Kot canals, to provide water to influential farmers, in 

exchange for money; they are being provided unlimited and unmeasured water. On the other 

hand, the spiritual leader of Jeelani party, Taaj Hussain Shah Jeelani said told media that it is 

true that the irrigation department is biased with small-scale farmers. He further added that 

the officials take huge bribes from influential people and provide them with unlimited water 

supply. He threatened that in case the situation persists, the farmers will protest on a large 

scale.6  

 

In Deh 433 Nusrat near Daur, farmers protested against water shortage in front of Nawabshah 

press club. Addressing the press conference, Aazam Brohi, Wahid Bux Brohi, and other leaders 

said that Nusrat division’s irrigation department’s SDO and a junior irrigation official 

(darogho/clerk) are very unfair with the small-scale farmers of the area. They demand huge 

bribes from the farmers in exchange for water supply, if any farmer cannot or doesn’t provide 

them the demanded of money, they stop their water supply. They said threatened that if they 

are not provided water, they will protest on a large scale and also register a case in with high 

court.7   

 

In Mirpur Mathelo, farmers protested against water shortage in Narli Minor, Miso canal, Seharr 

canal, Dahar canal in front of DC Ghotki’s office and chanted slogans against irrigation 

department. The leaders of the protest, Jam Abdul Fatah Sameejo, Comrade Mir Muhammad 

Shar, Abdur Razaq Shar and others said that the irrigation department has deliberately 

created water shortage. As a result, thousands of acres of fertile land is turned into infertile.  

 

They alleged that the irrigation department officials give their share of water to the landlords 

and bureaucrats to make please them that are there is a severe water shortage in Narli Minor, 

Miso canal, Seharr canal and Dahar canal. They demanded the immediate provision of water; 

otherwise, they threatened to take the protest to a higher level.8  

 

On May 31, in Mirpur Saakro, tehsil Khaaro Chhaan’s peasants protested against water 

shortage for agricultural needs. Under the leadership of Usman Baloch, Yaqoob Memon, and 

Siddiq Baloch, the farmers protested at “Thaary Waali Kothi” by holding dried grass and empty 

water pots. The peasants told media reporters that there is a severe water shortage in the 

                                                           
5 Daily Kawish, 14 May, 2017; p. 05 
6 Daily Kawish, 21 May, 2017; p. 05 
7 Daily Kawish, 21 May, 2017; p. 05 
8 Daily kawish, 27 May 2017; p. 03 
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areas by the river bank, crops are have dried, even the animals and humans do not have 

sufficient water for drinking purpose, and people are compelled to move to the places where 

water is available.9  

 

In June, peasants and others at the tail of the Baheerabad Moro protested for 4 hours under 

scorching beams of sun, burnt tires and blocked the road and created a traffic jam. The 

peasants alleged that the irrigation officials, landlords at the start of the Moro and the former 

provisional minister Irfan Gul Magsi, are stealing the water share of the farmers at the tail of the 

direct outlet watercourse 155 leading from Naseer canal and the farmers at the tail of the 

Sanjar Chang at Basheerabad Moro. Leaders of the protest, Haji Khan Areesar, Mubeen 

Areesar, Mohammad Hassan Rind, Ali Mohammad Deshk and others chanted harsh slogans, 

burnt tires and blocked the road. They further said that because of deliberately created water 

shortage, farmers at the end have not even received a handful of water, as a result, all their 

crops got dried and they had to bear a massive loss in crop business. They requested to the 

former PPP president Asif Ali Zardari, PPP chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari, CM Sindh and other 

related officials to bring justice to them so that they could survive economically.10   

 

  
 

In new Dambaloo, farmers, peasants, and Sindh Tarqee Pasand workers protested against 

artificial water shortage in Naseer canal. They blocked the Mithi-Hyderabad main Road and 

chanted harsh slogans against irrigation officials. After the protest at Mithi-Hyderabad road, 

the protestors marched towards irrigation office of Khairpur Gamboh sub-division at New 

Dambaloo and staged a token hunger strike for 5 hours. Leaders of the protestors; Hanif Jat, 

Malik Mohammad Gishkori, Zulfiqaar Araeen, Tigji Kolhi, Akhtar Araeen and others alleged that 

the irrigation engineer of Naseer division had created a human-made shortage of water by 

creating the system of turn-taking and as a result, the small-scale farmers are completely 

                                                           
9 Daily Jang, 31 May, 2017; p. 11 
10 Daily Kawish, 4 June, 2017; p. 06 
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deprived of their water share. They said that they were protesting for the last five days and also 

are on token hunger strike, but no one has taken notice neither anyone has come to console 

us. They demanded from the government of Sindh, provincial minister for water and electricity, 

secretory irrigation and other relevant authorities to remove the engineer, SDO Khairpur 

Gamboh sub-division, and SDO and thus restore the supply of water. Otherwise, they continue 

the protest and token hunger strike.11  

 

In June, farmers again protested against the water shortage in Chaakar branch. They had 

staged a protest on the same issue in May. The peasants and others at the tail of the Chaakar 

branch protested and beat their chest with hands and chains. Under the leadership of 

Mohammad Raheem Rind, Yaseen Khan Rind, and doctor Imam ud Deen, the protestors 

blocked Hyderabad- Tando Allahyar road for 5 hours. They said that no relevant and irrelevant 

authorities contacted them during and after the 5 hours long protest. They said that acute 

water shortage had compelled them for self-immolation.12   

 

In the same month, farmers protested against acute water shortage in streams leading from 

Phuleli canal. More than 80,000s of agricultural land in Tando Bago and Talhaar tehsil is 

deprived required water quantity and because of that, along with many crops, farmers could 

not sow the seeds of Dhaan crops. Farmers; Nasrullah Jarwar, Allah Bachayo, Raahoo Karro, 

Piyaaro Araeen, told that irrigation department had stopped the water flow to the end streams 

and canals; Dojhar canal, Ehsaan canal, Sulatani stream, Khurerri Minor, Jamaali canal, 

Maang canal and Naseer link for the last three months. On the other hand, the influential 

farmers at the start of the Phuleli canal have a continuous water supply.  

 

In Naseer division’s sub-divisions Khairpur Gamboh’s 17 streams, water supply is stopped for 

many months. As a result, the crops are dried, and lands are slowly and gradually becoming 

infertile. Peasants cannot cultivate seasonal crops because of lack of water. Residents of 

Malkani Shareef and the members of Nojawaan Etehaad; Younus Malkaani, Jameel Ahmed, 

Muneer Shah, protested against irrigation department for not providing them water. Leaders 

of the protest said that they are protesting for the last many months and secretory irrigation 

assured for water restoration, but despite that, there is no water in the 17 streams of the area. 

They further said that due to water shortage, not only they have suffered economically from 

losing crops, but they do not have enough water for drinking purpose for themselves and their 

animals. Therefore, many residents of the town have shifted to other places. They appealed 

chief justice high court Sindh to take a suo moto notice of the situation and help people to get 

water.13   

 

On the same day, farmers of Meharr protested against water shortage in 40 large and small 

streams leading from River Sindh at Sukkur. The Rice canal, leading from River Indus, is the major 

source of water for thousands of acres of agricultural lands in Meharr Tehsil; rice is the major 

crop of Meharr Tehsil. This year, there is shortage of water in 40 small and large streams and 

canals leading from rice canal; Gul Mohammad canal, Kakool canal, Raaj canal, Khondi 

canal, Qaim branch, Dhamraah branch, Naseer canal, Saleh branch, Gada canal, Musaar 

branch etc. farmers said that many of the braches are as dry as a lizard’s lips, and they are 

scared that they would have to bear a major loss in rice crops. In the leadership of Sikandar 

Ali Sodhar, Mohammad Khoso, Kamran Bhatti, Gulam Nabi Sodhar, Zahid Dero, Qasim 

                                                           
11 Daily Kawish, 4 June, 2017; p. 06 
12 Daily Jang, 20 June, 2017; p. 11 
13 Daily Jang, 20 June, 2017; p. 12 
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Khaskheli, Allah Waraaiyo Mahesar, Zulfiqar Kandhrro and other members of Abaadgaar 

Jidojuhud Committee, protested against Irrigation department’s engineer, SDO, and other 

relevant officers. The protest rally started marching from Bhutto Chok and ended at Ewaan e 

Sahaafat Tower where they staged a sit-in and chanted slogans against irrigation department 

officials. They also alleged that the irrigation department officers’ sold water to the influential 

people (landlords and bureaucrats) of the area against huge bribery and that the reason of 

acute shortage of water in streams leading these farmers’ lands. They demanded a firm action 

to be taken against these corrupt officers so that they get their due share of water.14      

 

In August, farmers protested against water shortage in Gahno branch near Tangwaani. 

Leading the protest, Gulam Qadir Bajikaani, Mohammad Arif Bajkaani and others said that the 

water shortage in Gahno branch is artificial and because of less quantity of water, rice crop is 

dying day by day. They demanded to bring an end to the artificial water shortage, and legal 

action should be taken against irrigation department officials.15  

 

In Taluka Faiz Ganj, small and large scale farmers protested against water shortage in Faiz Ganj 

canal, Weeho canal, Pandhriyo canal, Ali Nawaz canal and in streams leading from these 

canals. Under the leadership of Hasnain Bagharr, Sufi Gulam Mustaffa Shar, Amaanat Chaang 

and others, farmers staged a sit-in in front of SDO irrigation department. Farmers said that for 

the last 20 years, there is sever water shortage in the tail areas and because of that they have 

lost billions of rupees. They also said that they don’t even have sufficient water for their animals. 

They alleged that engineer Ayaz Soomro is not giving full discharge gage for the canals of Faiz 

Ganj at Mirwaah. They demanded from the irrigation minister and secretary and other relevant 

authorities to remove engineer Ayaz Soomro from his duties and ensure that water reaches to 

the areas at the tail16.   

 

 
 

                                                           
14 Daily Jang, 20 June, 2017; p. 12 
15 Daily Kawish, 4 August, 2017; p. 03 
16 Daily Kawish, 18 August, 2017; p. 03 
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In Nawabshah (Benazirabad), farmers protested against water shortage in Dhoro Naaro 

branch. In the leadership of Abdul Aziz Rind, Gulab Khan Raahoo, Hidayatullah Rind and others 

alleged that the irrigation department’s SDO Zulfiqaar Khoso is a corrupt man and him sales 

water in exchange of huge bribes, and because of that, 6 watercourses at the tail of the Dhoro 

Naaro branch are deprived of water. As a result, the crops are dying.17  

 

In November, Hingorja minor’s peasants and others protested against water blockage. They 

said that it is the season of cultivation of wheat crop, but they have not received water yet. 

Khushhaal Khan, Azam, and others said that there is no water in Hingorja minor since last and 

because of that they cannot cultivate the wheat crop. They said that because of lack of 

water; grass, vegetation, and crops are dying. They appealed to the higher authorities for the 

provision of water so that they could cultivate the wheat crop in time.18   

 

 

                                                           
17 Daily Kawish, 28 August, 2017; p. 02 
18 Daily Jang, 13 November, 2017; p. 12 
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SECTION 3: BONDED PEASANTS AND LABOURERS 
 

3.1 RELEASE AND ESCAPE: CONTEXT AND PRACTICES  
 

The Constitution of Pakistan protects all human beings from social and economic exploitation, 

physical, mental and sexual abuse, and all kinds of torture. However, peasants are one of the 

most affected communities that do not enjoy the constitutional guarantees and rights. The 

Sindh Tenancy Act 1955 and the Sindh Bonded Labour System Abolition Act 2015 are the two 

laws that partially offer protection to peasants; however, the implementation of these laws has 

not been possible because of the stronghold of feudal system on the politics and bureaucracy, 

especially in Sindh province.  

 

In the provincial assembly of Sindh’s session for 2008 to 2013, 39 Member Provincial Assembly 

(MPAs) (the majority of them associated with PPPP) had declared their professions as landlords. 

They did not mention the size of land they were holding. Also, some female MPAs belonged to 

the landlord and feudal families, but their professions were not declared. Some of the male 

MPAs owned many thousands of acres of lands; they did not identify themselves as landlords. 

During 2013 to 2018 session of the provincial assembly, 42 MPAs declared their professions as 

landlords and 9 of them identified themselves as agriculturalists who are largely landlords. In 

all previous provincial assemblies and the current one, the majority of MPAs were landlords/ 

feudal lords. In total, 69 MPAs were identified as landlords. They constitute 42 percent of the 

total MPAs in the assembly. They occupy and govern the rural areas of Sindh. Of the total 69 

landlords MPAs, 57 (84 percent) belong to PPPP, 7 PML (F), 4 PML (N) and 1 National Peoples 

Party. In this scenario, the implementation of laws is a dangerous task. 

 

In the National Assembly of Pakistan (NAP) for the tenure from 2013 to 2018, 36 Member 

National Assemblies (MNAs) from Sindh belonged to feudal and landlord families. These 36 

MNAs made up 60 percent of the total 61 general seats (excluding 14 reserved seats) of Sindh 

in the NAP. Of 36 MNAs, 87 percent feudal lords belonged to PPPP. Ironically, Sindh is 

administratively and politically distributed among different kinds of landlords who are known 

as Pirs, Shahs, Sardars, Nawabs, Talpurs, MNAs, and MPAs. In each district and region in the 

province, main administrative positions in the revenue and police departments are filled on 

the directions of influential feudal and landlords.1 

 

On the other hand, except the high profile cases, such as the case of Mano Bheel, NGOs have 

not pursued to bring the landlords to the justice and given sentence for keeping peasants in 

their illegal captivity. NGOs have not set an example to bring the landlords in the claws of the 

law. It is because NGOs are project-based and they do not want to fight with the structure 

and system that perpetuates feudal and landlord system. The feudal system in Sindh is the 

major contributor to the issue of bonded labour and is the major cause of non-presentation of 

peasants in Sindh assembly. However, peasants, especially from scheduled castes, continued 

to run away from the custody of landlords and then seek help from the courts to get their 

remaining family members and relatives released from the custody. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Abdullah Khoso, Umbreen Kousar and Akram Ali Khaskheli. (2017). The State of Peasants Rights in Sindh 

2016. Hyderabad: Hari welfare Association. 
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3.2 PEASANTS RELEASED IN 2017 

 

As compared to 2016, the number of bonded peasants liberated from private jails of landlords 

was comparatively more in 2017 (see Table 3). 

 

Table 3: Reported bonded peasants and workers released in Sindh in 2017 

Month / 

Date 

Source / 

agency 
Total District 

On the 

orders of 

On the 

complaint of 
Landlord 

January Kawish 36 Ghotki DSC 
Krishan & 

Raano 
 

January Jang 19 Mirpur Khas DSC Nathoo Bheel Imdad Shah 

January Kawish 11 Umerkot DSC  Hassan Jat 

January Kawish 23 Umerkot DSC  

Rasheed 

Muhaajir & 

Haji Jaba  

January Kawish 26 Mirpur Khas DSC Raashi Kolhi 
Mir Ali Raza 

Talpur 

January  
Pakistan 

Observer 
29 Badin 

Session 

court 
   

March  Kawish 17 Umerkot DSC  
Syed Noor 

Nabi Shah 

March 
Daily 

Times 
66  Mithi 

Session 

court 
Mandhro Kolhi 

Arbab 

Zakarullah  

April Kawish 8 Badin DSC  
Abdul Jabar 

Pitaafi 

May Kawish 22 Sanghar DSC 
Gulam Ali 

Khaskheli 

Muhammad 

Yousuf 

May 
Dawn & 

Kawish 
14 Mirpurkhas DSC  

Abid Arain & 

Adil Arain 

May  Dawn 45 Mirpurkhas DSC   

June Jang 16 Mirpur Khas DSC Bhooro Kolhi  

June Dawn 13 Badin DSC Paro Kolhi 
Gulam 

Hussain Mehri  

July  Kawish 13 Nawabshah DSC Misri Bheel 
Allah Bux 

Dahiri 

August Kawish 27 Umerkot DSC  

Zahid 

Mohammad 

Deen Araeen 

August Kawish 13 
Tando 

Allahyaar 
DSC 

Khameeso 

Bheel 
Zakir Hussain 

August  Jang 27 
Tando Jan 

Mohammad 
DSC 

Umeedo S/O 

Sonio Kolhi 
 

August Jang 17 Sanghar DSC 
Darrhoon 

Kolhin 
Aachar Mari 

September Jang 14 Mirpurkhas DSC   

September Jang 20 Khairpur DS C   

October Kawish 3 Khairpur DSC Allah Dino Mal Makhno Mal 

November Kawish 28 Mirpurkhas DSC 

Shirimati Dano 

& Duraango 

Kolhi 
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In 2016, there were reported 257 peasants liberated in Sindh2, whereas in 2017 the number of 

released bonded labourers rose to 553. In 2016, media reported 94 cases of released peasants 

from other provinces of Pakistan3; as compared to that, in 2017, no cases are reported from 

Punjab and Balochistan.   

 

 
 

In 2017, 136 children, 221 women, and 196 men were released or escaped from the captivity 

of the landlords.   

 

In four years (from 2014 to 2017), 1148 bonded laborers were released and had escaped the 

custody of the landlords from different parts of Sindh. Of the total, the majority 41 percent were 

women, and 34 percent were men, and 25 percent were children (see Chart 2). 

 

                                                           
2 State of Peasants Rights 2016 report. 
3 State of Peasants Rights 2016 report 
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Chart 1: Bonded Labourers released/escaped from 2014 to 
2017

November Kawish 10 Khipro DSC Kanjoo Bheel 
Rehmatullah 

Rajarr 

December Kawish 23 Sangharr DSC Punhoon Kolhi 
Mohabbat 

Brohi 

December Kawish 13 Sangharr DSC Kanoo Bheel 

Mohammad 

Muraad 

Sarewaal 
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Like all previous years, the release of peasants took place in the same frame; often in midnight, 

a relative or a family member escaped the captivity of the landlord and filed habeas corpus 

case in the relevant court under section 419 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Pakistan for 

the release of the relatives or family members. The court always ordered bailiff to company 

the police for the recovery. In some cases, the police avoid taking action but in most cases 

police raids the reported location and recover the bonded laborers. On the next day (or any 

working day when the court is available), the police produce the released persons before the 

concerned courts. The judges take statements of the peasants and then release them by 

announcing them as “free citizens.” In the applications to the court and also in their 

statements, peasants categorically state that they were kept in the illegal captivity for many 

weeks/months/years against the debt or other matters, but the judges do not order the police 

to lodged FIR against the landlords in light of the Bonded Labour System Abolition Act and the 

Pakistan Penal Code (340- illegal confinement; 362, 364A and 367). The next day, news pops 

up in the media and everyone forgets what happened to the families who suffered many years 

in the captivity of the landlords. 

 

 
 

As the judges do not have any interest and intention to sentence the landlords, so the media 

and NGO persons do not feel interested in pursuing such case. The project-based NGO staff 

and salaried staff members of the media never want to take the risk to offend the accused 

landlords. They merely report and highlight the cases of bonded peasants only to the 

1148
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Chart: 2 Bonded labourers men, women and children 
releassed from 2014 to 2017
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descriptive extent, but after the release of the peasants; media, police, and courts forget 

everything. The miseries, sorrows, and loss of land (on which the peasants worked for a long 

time and developed a bond with it) are forgotten. These peasants either rush to the peasants’ 

camps around Hyderabad or move to another distant place so that the landlord could not 

catch them. In 2017, HWA has noted down various painful stories of bonded peasants’ release 

and escape. Some of the stories are following: 

 

3.3 BONDED PEASANTS’ RELEASE AND ESCAPE STORIES 

 

In January, in Badin, the police rescued 29 peasants from the private jail of a landlord during 

a raid on the directives of court. Peasants told the police that they were forced to work all day 

without any wage and were also given the minimum quantity of food. The landlord brutally 

tortured them. Their mobility restricted because they were kept in the private prison of the 

landlord. The Badin police did register a case against the landlord who fled after getting prior 

information about police action, and the police were trying to hunt him down.4 However, no 

further proceedings were reported about the case and also no one followed on the case. 

 

In the same month, Mr. Krishan and Mr. Rano applied to the district and sessions court Ghotki 

through HRCP lawyer. The application stated that 48 members of their family were being 

forced to work by the landlords without any payment. They alleged that the servants of the 

landlords named Shakoor Punjabi, Malhar Abro, Ismail Abro, Yaqoob Mahar, Taj Muhammad 

Bhanbhro, Muneer Mahar and Sijaawal Kalhorro took them forcefully and locked them in the 

private jail of the landlord. Ghotki’s section B police conducted a raid and recovered 36 

laborers; remaining 12 were still in landlord’s illegal captivity. The recovered laborers were 

presented in the court, and the court set them free.5 Afterward, there was no follow up. 

 

In Jhado, laborer Natho Bheel applied to the district and sessions court Mirpurkhas stating that 

a local landlord detained 19 members of his family. On the orders of the court, Jhado police 

conducted a raid on the farms of landlord Imdaad Shah in village Naasirabad and recovered 

the bonded laborers and presented them to the court where they were set free.6  

 

In Samaaro Taluka of district Umerkot, on the order of district and sessions court, police 

conducted a raid on the farmland of Landlord Hassan Jat in village Pali Morr and recovered 

11 laborers including eight children two women and one man. The recovered bonded laborers 

including; Seeta, Meghan, Premi, Khetoo, Hero, Ganga, and Rekha, were presented before 

the court and the court set them free.7  

 

In Kot Gulam Muhammad’s Deh 276’s village Mir Ali Raza Talpur, police recovered 26 bonded 

laborers including children, women, and men belonging to Kolhi cast. The court ordered the 

recovery on the application of recovered Raashi Kolhi, Meghraaj Kolhi Dewo, Krishan Jeewo, 

Shiv ji, Jimy, Meeraan, Saghi, Meni, Raazi, and Dhaani. They alleged that the landlord Mir Ali 

Raza Talpur detained them and their family members in his “private jail.” They were forced to 

work without any payment and due share in crops. The laborers also told the court that the 

landlord used to torture them too physically.8  

 

                                                           
4 Daily Pakistan Observer 1st Jan, 2017 
5 Daily Kawish, 4th January, 2017, page 10 
6 Daily Jang, 6th January, 2017, page 12 
7 Daily Kawish, 21 January, 2017; p.05 
8 Daily Kawish, 24 January, 2017; p.02 
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In Kunri taluka of district Umerkot, 23 laborers were recovered. On the orders of district and 

sessions court, police conducted raids in villages Aslam Muhajir and Deen Muhammad 

Punjabi. From village Aslam Muhajir, police recovered 13 bonded laborers from the captivity 

of landlord Rasheed Muhajir, and ten laborers were recovered from village Deen Muhammad 

Punjabi from the captivity of landlord haji Jaba. The recovered 12 children, four women, and 

seven men were set to be presented in the court9.     

 

In March, police recovered 17 bonded peasants from the farmland of landlord Noor Nabi Shah 

in Kunri Taluka of district Umerkot.  The police conducted the raid on the directions of district 

and sessions judge of Umerkot court. There recovered seven children, five women and five 

men were kept in the police station to be produced in the court on the next day.10  

 

In the same month, 66 bonded peasants were recovered from the agriculture farm of the 

former MNA Arbab Zakkullah near Kaloi town of Mithi District. The application was filed by a 

farmer named Mandhro Kolhi in Sindh High Court, Hyderabad bench, for the liberation of his 

94 community people including children and women. Mr. Mandhro Kolhi told the court that 

his relatives are forced to work at the agriculture farm of the former MNA for past two years 

without getting due share in the crops. On the other hand, the former MNA told the local 

journalists that the allegations of the applicant were false and fabricated because the 

peasants took a loan from him, they could not return it to him; that is why they have plotted 

the drama. The liberated peasants were produced in the court on Wednesday evening while 

remaining would be produced upon their recovery11. Mr. Kolhi also told the police that the 

former MNA Zakaullah had not been paying the peasants from the harvest their due share for 

the work they were doing. SHO Mangro said more raids are underway to recover the remaining 

28 persons Kolhi had named in his application. He further said that this was the first "private jail" 

of its nature busted by Tharparkar police in the recent history of the desert region.12  

 

In April, on the orders of district and sessions court Badin, Pangriyo police recovered eight 

bonded peasants from the farmland of landlord Abdul Jabaar Pitaafi.  Three women, four 

children and one man recovered by the police, were presented in Badin court whereas free 

citizens declared.13   

 

In May, in Sanghar, peasant Gulam Ali Khaskheli applied with the district and sessions court 

Sanghar stating that 22 members of his family were being forced for bonded laborer by the 

landlord Muhammad Yousuf.  On the orders of the court, Mangli police conducted a raid on 

the farmland of the landlord and recovered 22 bonded peasants and produced them before 

the court where they set free.  The recovered peasants complained that they also requested 

the Mr. Eidan, SHO Mangli, to take along their belongings including household things and 

animals but the SHO did not listen to them. On the other hand, the SHO told that reporters that 

the court only ordered for the recovery of the peasants14.  

 

In the same month, Digri police carried out a raid on the directions of the Mirpurkhas district 

and sessions court. A close relative of the bonded laborer belonging to Kolhi community 

applied.  The application mentioned that the landowners Abid Arain and Adil Arain had been 

                                                           
9 Daily Kawish, 30 January, 2017; p. 12 
10 Daily Kawish, 20 March, 2017; page 10. 
11 Daily Times, 25 March, 2017 
12 Daily Dawn, 23 March, 2017 
13 Daily Kawish, 7 April, 2017; p. 05 
14 Daily Kawish, 10 May,2017; p.03 
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holding the applicant’s 14 relatives in bonded labour for a long time and their movement was 

also restricted. Police recovered 14 men, women and children allegedly held in bonded labour 

on the agricultural lands of the Arain brothers15. Among recovered, there were Krishan Kolhi, 

his wife Seeta Kolhi, Mohan, Narsingh, Pahlaaj, Kaweeta, Kakoo, Genoo and his wife, Kastooro, 

Reshma, Heemi, and others were included. They all were set to be presented in court16. In the 

same month, police liberated 45 peasants, belonging to different families including men, 

women, and children. The relatives of the bonded peasants filed applications with the court 

that their family members were detained in the farmlands. On the directions of the district and 

sessions court Mirpurkhas, the police of Kot Gulam Mohammad and Degan Bhurgari raided 

the farmlands of the landlords in village Rais Ahmed Khan Bhurgari, Aslam Dal and Deh 214. 

After getting liberation, the peasants told the police that while in detention, they were 

deprived of any medical treatment, share in crops, were denied of their daily wages and there 

were restrictions on their movements as well.  The liberated peasants were kept at concerned 

police stations later to be produced in court17.  

 

On June, 13 bonded peasants were liberated from a farm in Baghli Sharif village near Kario 

Ghanwar town, some 50 kilometers away from district Badin. On the application filed by Mr. 

Paro Kolhi, the district and sessions court ordered police to recover his family members. In the 

police raid, all the 13 members of Paro Kolhi’s family were liberated from “the private jail” of 

landlord Ghulam Hussain Mehri. Mr. Paro Kolhi stated that his family members were forced to 

work the payment of daily wages and the due share in crops. On the other side, rejecting all 

the allegations, Mr. Mehri termed them as baseless and vague leveled by Kolhi and said that 

it is all a “travesty” by peasants because they took a huge loan from him which they cannot 

return and want to skip it.  However, the when the recovered peasants were presented in 

court, they were freed to live as unrestricted citizens18.  

 

On June 20, police conducted a raid on the orders of district and sessions court Mirpurkhas 

and recovered 16 bonded peasants from a “private jail” of an influential local landlord. The 

court issued orders on the application submitted by peasant Bhooro Kolhi. He stated that 16 

members of his family, including, Kewal Kolhi, Krishan Kolhi, Shirimatti Maano, Shireemati 

Resham and Shireemati Laji Kolhi. He alleged that neither the landlord is paying them daily 

wages nor he is giving any due share in crops for a long time and he forces them to work. On 

the other hand, the landlord denied all the allegations and said that the peasants had taken 

a loan from him and they have “staged a drama” so that they get an exemption from paying 

back the loan. All 16 recovered peasants were produced in the court where they were 

declared as “free citizens”.19    

 

On July, 13 bonded peasants were recovered from a “private jail” of a landlord. Peasant Misri 

Bheel applied to the district and sessions court Nawabshah, stating that landlord Allah Bax 

Dahiri has detained his family members at his “private jail” on his farmlands in village Pir Bux 

Dahiri. On the orders of the court, when police raided the farmlands, they found the peasants 

in their homes, and there was no one keeping an eye on them. Misri Bheel also accepted that 

he had taken a loan of Rs. 80,000 from the landlord.  The police presented all of 13 peasants 

in the court. The peasants requested that they want to live with their relatives in village Mir 

                                                           
15 Daily Dawn, 20 May, 2017 
16 Daily Kawish 19 May, 2017; p. 07 
17 Daily Dawn, 23 May, 2017 and Daily Kawish, 19 May, 2017; p.  
18 Daily Dawn, 13th June, 2017 
19 Daily Jang, 20 June, 2017; p.11 
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Maqbool Jamaal. On the orders of the court, police took all the recovered peasants to the 

requested village.20  

 

In August, police recovered 27 bonded peasants including 12 children, seven women and 

eight women from the farmland of a landlord of Muhammad Zahid and Muhammad Deen 

Arain in village Rasoolabad.  The police conducted the raid on the orders of the district and 

sessions court Umerkot. Names of some of the recovered peasants are; Molchand Kolhi, 

Chandar, Hoti, Krishan Raju, Rashnoo, and Khimpi. All of the peasants were to be presented in 

court21.  

 

 
 

In the same month, police recovered 13 bonded peasants from the captivity of landlord Zakir 

Hussain.  An application was submitted by Khameeso Bheel in district and sessions court Tando 

Alahyaar. He complained that the landlord had kept his family members in forceful in 

detention for the last six years. On the orders of court, Chambar police raided the farmland of 

landlord Zakir Hussain and recovered 13 peasants including 4 men (Juman, Dino, Krishan and 

Khameeso), 4 women (Shamaa, Guddi, Nenjoo and Thoomi) and 5 children (Jaitan, Tanveer, 

Sakeena, Jumna and Soomri Bheel) aged between 6 months to 12 years. All of the recovered 

peasants were yet to be presented in court22.   

 

On 30th August, 27 bonded peasants were recovered from the farmland of landlord Haji 

Saawan Khan Pitaafi. The district and sessions judge issued orders of the raid on the application 

of Umeedo Kolhi, son of Sonio Kolhi. He complained that 27 members of his family including 3 

sons of Umeedo Kolhi (Jumo, Kishan and Ghaagho), Satri wife of Sonu Kolhi, four children of 

Ghaagho, (Achaar, Ehassan, Kaweeta and Chaandni), Gurdaari son of Arjun and his three 

children (Maavi, Kaari and Laali), are in an illegal and forceful detention of the landlord. All 

recovered peasants were to be presented in the court23.  

 

                                                           
20 Daily Kawish, 27 July, 2017; p. 03 
21 Daily Kawish, 4 August, 2017; p. 05 
22 Daily Kawish, 28 August, 2017; p.12 
23 Daily Jang, 30 August, 2017; p. 09 
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On the same date, Sanjhoro police recovered 17 bonded peasants from the “private jail” of 

landlord Aachar Mari. An application was submitted by Darrhoon Kolhin, one of the recovered 

peasants. She alleged that the landlord forces them to work for long hours and without any 

payment. On the other hand, the landlord denied the allegations and said told the court that 

the peasants have “staged a drama” just because they have taken a loan of Rs. 400,0000 

which they do not want to return. The court permitted all the recovered peasants to go and 

live as “free citizens.”  

 

In September, 20 peasants were recovered from Abdu Rehmaan Unarr village from the 

captivity of an influential landlord. A close relative of the bonded peasants wrote an 

application to the district and sessions judge Khairpur, Syed Gulam Shah, stating that the 

landlord has kept 20 members of his in forceful detention. The judge ordered to the fourth civil 

judge and judicial magistrate Bahadur Ali Mahesar to raid the farmland and recover the 

bonded peasants. The peasants were yet to be presented before the court.24  

 

In the same month, four bonded peasants were recovered from the “private jail” of a landlord 

in Deh 149 of Dighrri. The recovered peasants were a family of four, including, Man Jumaoon, 

his wife Jeena and their two sons, five years old Bilal and three years old Abid. However, no 

such detail was given about how police got information about their forceful detention and in 

what and under what conditions they were held in bonded labour.25  

 

In October, Khiarpur district and sessions court ordered police to recover three children from 

the captivity of landlord Makhno Mal S/o Bhoonro Mal in village Afzal Mahar. The application 

was submitted by the father of three boys, Alhdino Mal, a resident of village Dodo Khan in 

Taluka Naaro. He requested to the court to recover his three sons; 10 years old Basro, nine years 

old Shiv and six years old Sangeet, are held in bonded labour at the landlord’s farmland. No 

details were mentioned about the reason for the boys’ detention.26  

 

In the same month, in Tando Jam, an influential landlord tortured a peasant just because the 

later demanded daily wages. The peasants held the press conference at Hyderabad press 

club and alleged that the landlord tortured them brutally. Peasant Mehboob Khattiyaan and 

others said that they worked for the landlord, but they did not get any payment rather the 

landlord tortured them physically when they demanded wages. They alleged that the 

landlord’s son along with his friends locked a peasant (Sher Mohammad Khattiyaan) in a room 

and attacked him with an ax. As a result, the peasant got severe injuries and struggling 

between life and death. The peasants demanded that the authorities should take legal action 

and provide them justice. Before the press conference, the peasants also had protested in 

front of the Hyderabad press club for the same reason27.   

 

In November, the police recovered 17 bonded peasants in a village Kanbeer Jiskaani and 11 

bonded peasants in village Dajhero Moro and presented them in court. An application was 

submitted to district and sessions court Mirpurkhas by Shirimati Dano wife of Kheero Kolhi and 

Duraango, son of Meero Kolhi. They alleged that the landlords, they work for, torture them and 

have detained their family members. The court then ordered the Jhado police to recover all 

bonded peasants. The bonded laborers were produced before the court, where they were 

                                                           
24 Daily Jang, 7 September, 2017; p. 09 
25 Daily Jang, 19 September, 2017; p. 09 
26 Daily Kawish, 4 October, 2017; p. 13 
27 Daily Jang 23 October, 2017; p. 09 
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declared as “free citizens” and permitted to live freely. On the other hand, the landlords 

alleged that the peasants had staged this drama just because they do not want to return the 

loan they took from landlords. They further clarified that they do not maintain any “private 

jails.”28  

 

In the same month, ten peasants were recovered from the farmland of landlord Rehmatullah 

Rajarr. Kanjoo Bheel submitted the application. He stated that ten members of his family, 

including, Shrimati Laali, Amrit, Waliyaan Sawaai, Ratni, Neeno Rano and others are in held in 

forceful detention by the landlord. No further details were mentioned.29  

 

On December, 22 bonded peasants were recovered from the farmland of landlord Mohabbat 

Brohi. The Mangli police received orders for the recovery of peasants from the district and 

sessions court Sangharr. Punhoon Kolhi had applied with the court complaining that the 

landlord has detained his family members on his farmland. The recovered peasants, including 

six women and seven children, were presented in the court where they were declared as “free 

citizens” and allowed to live according to their wish and will.30   

 

In the same month, Jhol police recovered 13 bonded peasants from a “private jail” of landlord 

Mohammad Murad Sarewaal. An application was submitted to the district and sessions court 

Sangharr by Kanoo Bheel, stating that landlord Mohammad Murad Sarewaal has detained 13 

members of former’s family in latter’s “private jail” where the landlord tortures them brutally, 

forces them to work for long hours without any payment and due share in crops. He also 

alleged that his family is deprived of free movement and any medical facilities. The recovered 

peasants, Aatam Bheel, Akoorro Bheel, Teerath, Prataab, Naseebaan, Raami, Sawera, Kesari, 

Ganga, Hansi Bheel and others, were kept at the police station to be produced in the court 

on next day.31  

 

On December 29, the recovered peasants were produced before the court. They alleged 

that they were working for the landlord for the last three years but during that time, they were 

never given any payment and share in crops. The court declared them free citizens.32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
28 Daily Kawish, 3 November, 2017; P. 02 
29 Daily kawish, 3 November, 2017; p. 02 
30 Daily Kawish, 23 December, 2017; p. 05 
31 Daily Kawish, 28 December, 2017; p. 02 
32 Daily Kawish, 29 December, 2017; p. 03 
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3.5 CASES OF TORTURE ON PEASANTS 

 

In January, some dacoits attacked an agriculture farm of Landlord Sajan Brohi in Baoo forest 

near Thatta, locked four peasants and robbed them off of money and mobile phones. On the 

information, police tracked the footprints of the dacoits which lead them to the Baoo forest; 

the police then conducted a search operation inside the forest. On feeling the presence of 

dacoits in the forest, they again tracked the footprints which lead them to the Sorjani forest 

situated on the other side of the Indus River.  

 

The police then also sought the help of the Sijawal Police and arrested some suspicious persons. 

SSP Thatta also informed that the dacoits had farther away and entered Thatta district where 

they have committed robberies. However, no further information is available whether the 

dacoits were arrested or not.33    

 

In April, in village Gojo Khoso, Keshoo Kolhi went in coma after getting tortured by the landlord. 

Her 22 years old son Bhaoo Kolhi told the reporters that the landlord leased his land to another 

laborer and barred Bhaoo Kolhi and his mother from working on the land. He further told the 

reporters that the landlord had imposed a loan of rupees 2 lacs on them and they do not even 

know the details about it.  

 

He told that 80 monds of wheat were produced and the landlord did not even give them their 

due share. He also alleged that the landlord took their 16 goats against the loan and gave to 

the other laborer whom he leased the land. When Keshoo went to take back the goats, the 

landlord along with the other laborer, brutally tortured her. Lawyer Raam Kolhi told that, as a 

result of torture, Keshoo Kolhi is suffering from mental illness and is in a comma. He further 

added that if she dies, they will register a case of murder against the landlord.34  

 

On April 7, hundreds of peasants including women and children, belonging to Kolhi 

community, protested in front of press club Badin. They demanded the arrest of landlord 

Muneer Memon who brutally tortured Keshoo Kolhi on 1st April; consequently, she went into a 

coma and had not recovered from it. They also demanded the recovery of 16 goats which 

the landlord had taken aware forcefully and gave to the other peasant.35  

 

                                                           
33 Daily Kawish 4 January, 2017; p.12 
34 Daily Kawish, 1 April, 2017; p.03 
35 Daily Kawish, 7 April, 2017; p.05 
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In May, a peasant was beaten physically and was hit with a brick in his head. The incident 

happened in village Bakshoo Khan Lund when peasant Abo Lund went to his landlord and 

requested him for lending some wheat flour, as the peasant’s children were hungry; he wanted 

to feed his children. But the landlord got furious on his request and hit Abo in the head with a 

brick. As a result, Abo got a head injury and was rushed to the nearest health center where he 

was given first aid. Later on, the peasant got registered NC (non-cognizable report) in Pangriyo 

police station. However, no further details were available about the arrest of the landlord.36 

 

In the same month, another peasant was physically tortured by the landlord and his men in 

village Pir Jo Goth (Khairpur Mirus). The peasant went to the landlord’s house and requested 

for his share of the wheat crop. The ruthless landlord got angry and asked his men to torture 

the peasant. His men locked up the peasant in a room and then started beating him very 

brutally that he was bleeding from his nose and mouth. They then threw him out of the 

landlord’s house.37   

 

In village Aahiri district Tando Jam, two peasant brothers were beaten brutally by the police 

on an influential landlord’s orders. Somehow, a video of the incident was recorded and 

uploaded on the internet, which caught the attention of Senior Superintendent Police (SSP) 

Hyderabad, who formed a committee to investigate the incident. The police found in the 

investigation that two brothers were tortured because of the dispute on the agricultural land. 

On the orders of landlord Ali Nawaz Gopang, police registered a fake case of theft against 

the boys, and after beating them brutally, the boys were locked up at the police station.  

 

Parents of the boys protested and complained that even after getting their sons locked up on 

a police station, the landlord was still threatening them and had also kidnapped 14 years old 

Jawad Ali Gopang, cousin of the boys. The parents requested the then IG Sindh AD Khuwaja 

to help and protect them from the cruelties of the ruthless and merciless landlord.38  

 

 

                                                           
36 Daily Kawish 19 May, 2017; p. 07 
37 Daily kawish 29 May, 2017; p. 03 
38 Daily Jang 13 May, 2017; p. 12 
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Table 5: Torture on peasants and farm workers reported in the media in 2017 

Date Kind of torture Tortured by Source 

January 4 
Physical torture and robbery of 

valuables 

Bandits/ Gunmen 

(in Thatta) 
Kawish 

May 19 Beating and hitting with bricks Landlord  (in Badin) Kawish 

June 16 Physical torture; broke teeth 
Landlord 

(Mirpurkhas) 
Kawish 

May 29 Physical torture   
Landlord’s workers 

(Khairpur) 
Kawish 

May 13 Brutal physical torture 

Landlord and 

Police 

(Hyderabad) 

Jang 

May 25 Attempt of rape  
Landlord 

(Mirpurkhas) 
Jang 

Jan. 27 Attempt of rape  
Landlord and his 

friends (Mirpurkhas) 
Kawih 

Oct. 23, 

2017 
Attacked with axe 

Landlord’s son 

(Hyderabad) 
Jang 
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SECTION 4: FISHERS OF SINDH   
 

4.1 FISHERS IN INLAND AND MARINE 
 

The inland fisheries sector has a direct impact on peasants’ lives; since it is one of the prime 

sources of livelihood and nutrition for thousands of peasant families in Sindh. However, HWA 

feels that fishers in the marine sector should also have some representation in this section. 

Primarily it is because thousands of peasant families have lost livelihood resources in the result 

of debt bondage system, political issues and water shortage, therefore, they have moved to 

coastal areas in Thatta, Badin, and Karachi, and joined marine fishing activities. 

  

Table 6 shows that in Sindh, in 2015, the number of full time registered 30,521 fishers were and 

15,791 were registered as part-time fishers, engaged in inland fishing in Sindh.  

 

 

Table 6 shows that there is no significant increase in the number of fishers in 15 years from 2001 

to 2015. As compared to 2015, the most number of peasants were reported in 2006. These are 

the registered fishers; however, the number of fishers is more than the numbers reported by the 

Fisheries Departments.  

 

4.2 CONTRIBUTION IN TERMS OF PRODUCTION 
 

The Inland fishing is a vital section of agriculture and provides additional support to millions of 

peasants. In addition to agriculture, the vast numbers of peasants rely on fishing as an irregular 

work and livelihoods source in addition to the cultivation of the land. In Sindh, matters related 

to fishing or fisheries are governed or regulated by two different departments: Marine Fisheries 

                                                           
1 Sindh Bureau of Statists: Planning & Development Department. (2016). Development Statistics of Sindh 2014, 

at http://sindhbos.gov.pk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/DS-2014.pdf  

Table 6: From 2001 to 2013: Year-wise fishers working in inland fisheries in Sindh 

Year Number of fishermen 

 Fulltime Part-time Total 

2001 29,732 19,614 49,340 

2002 26,801 15,408 42,209 

2003 29,274 17,103 46,377 

2004 29,401 17,219 46,620 

2005 30,151 17,653 47,804 

2006 31,767 19,258 51,025 

2007 25,711 10,017 35,728 

2008 27,873 15,049 42,922 

2009 27,873 15,049 42,922 

2010 27,873 15,049 42,922 

2011 23,650 22,560 46,210 

2012 25,047 23,049 48,096 

2013 27,726 26,002 53,728 

2014 29632 15332 44964 

2015 30521 15791 46312 

Source: Sindh Bureau of Statistics (2016)1 

http://sindhbos.gov.pk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/DS-2014.pdf
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Department, Government of Pakistan, Karachi and Inland Fisheries Department, GoS, 

Hyderabad. 

 

Table 7: Fish Production- percentage share of Sindh in 2012-13 and 2014-2015 

  

2012-2013 2014-2015 

Pakistan 

(“000” 

Metric 

tonnes)  

Sindh 

(“000” 

Metric 

tonnes) 

% Share of Sindh 

Pakistan 

(“000” 

Metric 

tonnes)  

Sindh 

(“000” 

Metric 

tonnes) 

% Share of Sindh 

Inland 262 74 28.24 285 121 42.46 

Marine 467 196.6 42.1 280 212 44.17 

Total  729 270.6 37.12 765 333 43.53 

Source: Sindh Bureau of Statistics: Planning & Development Department (2016)2  

 

The only statistics available till 2012-2013 by the Sindh Bureau of Statistics show that in Sindh, in 

inland fisheries, 74,000  metric tonnes of the fish was produced, which is 28.24 percent of the 

total (2,14,500 metric tonnes) fish produced in Pakistan (Table 7).3 

 

In 2014-2015, the percentage share of Sindh in Pakistan’s total inland and marine fisheries had 

increased. In 2012-2013, Sindh’s total share was 37.12 percent which increased to 43.53 

percent in 2014-2015 especially in the inland sector. 

 

 

                                                           
2 Sindh Bureau of Statists: Planning & Development Department. (2016). Development Statistics of Sindh 2014, 

at http://sindhbos.gov.pk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/DS-2014.pdf  
3 Sindh Bureau of Statistics. (2016). Development Statistics of Sindh 2013  

http://sindhbos.gov.pk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/DS-2014.pdf
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SECTION 5: PROTESTS, RALLIES, THE MEDIA COVERAGE AND OTHER 

MATTERS IN 2017 
 

5.1 NUMBERS OF PROTESTS AND RALLIES AND CONTEXTS 

 

In 2017, HWA had recorded 29 protests related to peasants or agriculture sector in which 

around 4,500 people including women and children took part. 

 

Table 8: Protests and rallies by peasants and for peasants in 2017 in Sindh 

District & 

date 
Reasons 

No. of 

people 
Source Place 

Mirpurkhas, 

January 3 

The mysterious death of 

peasant Waloo Bheel inside 

the police lockup.  

50 Kawish Mirpurkhas Press Club 

Badin, Jan 5 

Protest against a landlord who 

wants to grab water source of 

peasants’ lands 

200 Kawish Pangriyo Press Club 

Mirpurkhas, 

Jan 7 

Protest against building 

Benazir Colony on agricultural 

and fertile land 

100 Kawish Mirpurkhas Press Club 

Sukkur, Jan 8 

Protest against illegal 

occupation of agricultural 

land 

50 Jang Sukkur Press Club 

Dadu Jan 16, 

2017 

Protest and rally against the 

corrupt agricultural engineer 
300 Jang 

The rally started from 

Bilawal park to Fazil 

Chok, Johi. 

Tando 

Allahyar Jan 

17, 2017 

Protest against the landlord for 

charging extra money for 

residential land 

100 Jang 
DC office Tando 

Allahyar 

Mirpurkhas 

Feb 10, 2017 

Protest against the landlord’s 

torture on women and 

children 

50 Jang Mirpurkhas Press Club 

Larkana May 

13, 2017 

Protest against the illegal 

occupation of agricultural 

land 

150 Kawish Rasheed Wagan Road 

Tando 

Allahyar May 

14, 2017 

Protest against un-announced 

stoppage of water supply to 

agricultural lands 

200 Kawish District level 

Badin May 

14, 2017 
Protest against water shortage 100 Kawish Phoohar Regulator 

Talhaar May 

14, 2017 

Hunger strike against water 

shortage 
100 Kawish Talhaar Press Club 

Umerkot 

May 21, 2017 

Protest against water 

blockage  
300 Kawish Umerkot Press Club 

Nawabshah 

May 21, 2017 
Protest against water shortage 150 Kawish Nawabshah Press Club 

Umerkot 

May 21, 2017 

Protest against long hours of 

water turn-taking 
400 Kawish Umerkot Press Club 

Mirpur Khas 

May 25, 2017 

Protest against the attempt of 

rape  
50 Jang Muhammadi Chok 

Ghotki May 

27, 2017 

Protest against the shortage of 

water 
100 Kawish DC Office 

Mirpur Sakro 

May 31, 2017 

Protest against the shortage of 

water 
200 Kawish Thaary Waali Kothi 
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Tando 

Allahyar 

June 4, 2017 

Protest against water shortage 300 Kawish Bashirabad Moro 

Badin June 

4, 2017 

Protest and hunger strike 

against deliberately created 

water shortage 

200 Kawish 

Mithi-Hyderabad road 

and Agriculture office 

Khirpur Gamboh@new 

Dambalo 

Tando 

Allahyar  

Protest against water shortage 

in Chaakar branch 
250 Jang 

Hyderabad-Tando 

Allahyar road 

Badin June 

20, 2017 

Protest against the shortage of 

water in streams linked to 

Phuleli Canal 

200 Jang Tando Bago 

Dadu June 

20, 2017 

Protest against water shortage 

in streams linked to Rice Kanal 
100 Jang 

Bhutto Chok- Aiwan e 

Sahaafat Tower 

Khairpur 

August 18, 

2017 

Protest against water shortage 50 Kawish SDO Agriculture Office  

Nawabshah 

August 28, 

2017 

Protest against water shortage 120 Kawish Nawabshah 

Qambar Ali 

Khan 

October 10, 

2017 

Protest against traders and mill 

owners 
200 Jang 

Press Club Qambar Ali 

Khan 

Hyderabad 

October 23, 

2017 

Protest against Landlord’s 

torture on peasant 
50 Jang Press Club Hyderabad 

Khairpur 

November 

13, 2017 

Protest against stoppage of 

water supply 
50 Jang Hingorja Minor 

Qambar 

November 

24, 2017 

Protest against the illegal 

occupation of land 
10 Kawish Qambar Press Club 

Ghotki 

December 

29, 2017  

Protest against selling land, 

seeds, fertilizer and machinery 

to people other than farmers 

50 Kawish Ghotki  

 

Of the total reported protests related to agriculture and peasants’ rights, the most were held 

in Badin (5), Mirpurkhas (4) and Tando Allahyar (4) (see Chart 3 for more details) 
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The list of issues of protest and rallies include: Mysterious death of a peasant in the police 

lockup; diversion of watercourse, shortage of water at the tail end, occupation of agricultural 

land, torture on women and children, landlord’s attempt to rape women peasants, protests 

against mill owners and traders for fixing low rates of the crops (for more details see Table 8). 

The details of each case of protest and hunger strike are given below: 

 

5.2 DETAILS OF PROTEST AND RALLIES  
 

In January, a 37 years old farmer, Waloo Bheel, died mysteriously in police lock-up and his 

dead body was kept in “morgue” for a couple of days. The protestors, civil society, and lawyers 

alleged that Waloo Bheel died because of the police torture.  On the other hand, the police 

officers told that they kept the dead body in the morgue because they were waiting for the 

deceased’s relatives. But since no one contacted police, they asked Digri court’s permission 

for CRPC 1976. Under CRPC 55, police arrested Waloo Bheel and kept him lockup where he 

committed suicide.  

 

The court then ordered the police to submit a postmortem report, and the court also ordered 

police to keep the dead in the morgue for two day days and search his relatives. A couple of 

days before Waloo Bheel’s mysterious death in police lockup, his mother-in-law Puri Bheel had 

complained to the police that Waloo Bheel had tortured his wife Chatroo, Puri Bheel’s 

daughter. As a result, police locked him in jail. Waloo Bhell belonged to a village Fingarriyo 

near Mithi and had come to village Noor Mohammad Mosipotto near Digri for work purpose. 

After hearing the news of Waloo Bheel’s death, his wife Chatroo and mother-in-law ran away 

along with their belongings to an unknown place. Kaanjy  Raano Bheel, Ali Gohar Mehri, 

Faqqer Qaisar Mari, Khameeso Bheel And Ismaeel Bheel protested in front of the district press 

club on behalf of civil society and alleged that Waloo Bheel did not commit suicide rather he 

was murdered. Therefore, they demanded that a medical board should be constituted and 

judicial inquiry of the case should be made.  They further demanded that the accused SHO 

and other police officers should be arrested till the judicial inquiry of the case. Otherwise, they 

threatened, they will protest on a higher level1.  

 

                                                           
1 Daily Kawish, 03 January 2017; p. 02 
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Chart 3: District wise recorded protest by peasants and other 

workers in rural areas
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In the same month, hundreds of peasants protested in Mirpur Khas against a plan of building 

Benazir colony on government Seed Farm’s 78-acre fertile land having mango farms, Sapodilla 

farms and wheat crop. The protesters said that 52 families are working as peasants on this land 

since generations; if the land is turned into a residential colony, then they all will become 

jobless. Leaders of the protest, Mohammad Khan Baloch, Yaar Mohammad, Shafee 

Mohammad, Imdad Hajano, Zahid Dil, Khatoon Bibi requested PPP chairman Bilawal Bhutto 

Zardari, CM Sindh, and PPP’s senior leadership to think about the decision of building Benazir 

colony once again. They threatened that they if their demands will not be accepted then they 

will protest in the front commissioner and other administrative officers.2 Another protest was 

reported in Sukkur in front of the press club. Rhori’s residents, belonging to Soomro community 

protested against the illegal occupation of their agricultural land.3 There were no details about 

the occupants of the land and the reason they wanted to occupy it, neither there was any 

information of the location and area of the land. 

 

In village Haji Ahmed Hashimani near Chamabrr, villagers protested against a cruel landlord 

by wrapping ropes around their necks. The protest was led by Zulfiqaar Rustamaani, 

Muhammad Juman Samon, and Juman Khapri. The protesters said that they are living in the 

village since 1943, but now a landlord wants them to pay Rs. 200/foot for the land. They 

demanded from the DC Tando Allahyar to decide the prices according to the government 

rentals and thus protect them from the mistreatment of the landlord.4   

 

In February, residents of Mirpur Khas protested against the deleterious acts of the landlord. The 

leader of the protesters, Matoo Meghwaar, and others alleged that they worked as peasants 

on the lands of the landlord, but the farmers have denied paying them their daily wages. 

Moreover, the landlord’s armed men attacked their homes, tortured females and children. 

They demanded from IG Police Sindh to take suo-moto notice and protect them from the 

cruelties of the landlord5.    

 

Another protest took place on Muhammadi Chok in Digri Taluka of district Khairpur Mirs. Around 

50 people of Kolhi community were protesting against their cruel landlord. Jeewan Kolhi 

alleged that the landlord tried to rape his wife Jumna and also tortured his two daughters, 

eight years old Laali and ten days old Saweeta. As a result of the protest, Digri police registered 

NC against the accused and took his remand but did not register FIR against him. On the 

information of protest and sit-in, the then DSP Digri Mir Aftab Talpur and the then SHO Digri 

Aslam Jamaali reached the place of protest, and the protest was ended after negotiations 

between the police officials and protesters. Later on, the matter was settled by the cool down 

party.6  

 

In May, in village Siddiqabad, Sheikh Community protested against Chandio community 

against the illegal occupation of land. The protest was held at Rasheed Wagan Road, where 

the leaders of the protest, Mohammad Hassan Sheikh, Murtaza Sheikh, Mukhtiar Begum, Miss 

Sardaraan, Arbab Khatoon and others said that the people of Chandio Community; Naseer, 

Allahwaraiyo and Ghazi Khan Chandio and illegally occupied their 2.5-acre land. The 

protesters further added that the dispute was once settled by the PPP leader Tariq Anwar Siyal, 

                                                           
2 Daily Kawish, 7 January, 2017; p. 03 
3 Daily Jang, 8 January, 2017; p. 06 
4 Daily Jang, January 17, 2017. p. 12 
5 Daily Jang, February 10, 2017. P. 09 
6 Daily Jang, 25 March, 2017; p. 11 
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who gave the decision in favor of Sheikh Community, despite that the Chandio people have 

illegally occupied their land. They requested the Larkana administration to help settle the issue 

and take action against illegal occupants.7   

 

In Nawabshah, residents of village Ali Nawaz Shah, including women and children protested 

against Baloo Quba police and an influential landlord. Protesting in front of Nawabshah press 

club, Misri Khaskheli, Shaman Khaskheli and others told media that police had arrested a 

villager Ali Gul Khaskheli in under a fake case. They alleged that the landlord is the real cause 

behind Ali Gul Khaskheli’s arrest. They complained that they are being forced by the landlord 

and the police to shift from their residential places. On the other hand, Raza Mohammad 

Zardari (the landlord) told media that the villagers’ homes are blocking the way to his 

agricultural land and the protesters are just blackmailing him8.  

 

 
 

In May, people of Kohli community protested against a landlord who tried to rape a female 

farmer of Kohli community and tortured two minor girls. Protesting on Muhammadi Chowk, Deh 

170C’s resident Jeewan Kolhi alleged that the landlord tried to rape his wife Jamna and also 

tortured his daughters, eight years old Laali and ten days old infant Saveeta. Before opting for 

the protest, Jeewan complained at police station Digri, though the police registered NC 

against the accused and took him to the police station, the police did not register an FIR. So 

Jeewan decided to protest and stage a sit-in. On the information of protest and sit-in, the then 

DSP Digri Aftaab Talpur and the then SHO Digri Aslam Jamaali reached the place of protest 

and negotiated with the protestor. As a result, the protest a sit-in came to an end. Later on, 

some well reputed, senior citizens settled the issue.9  

 

In Lakhi Gulam Shah’s village Izat ji Waandh, a widow protested along with her children against 

police and cruel influential people. Mrs. Muslaan Junejo alleged that the influential people are 

trying to get hold of her 300 “jareb” agricultural land illegally. She said that she has complained 

at Gaheja police station many for many times, but instead of listening to her complaints, they 

have registered fake cases against her. She appealed CJ Sindh high court, chief minister Sindh, 

IG Sindh and SSP Shikarpur to bring justice to her.10  

                                                           
7 Daily Kawish, 13 May, 2017; p. 03 
8 Daily Kawish, 27 May, 2017; p. 03 
9 Daily Jang, 25 May, 2017; p. 11 
10 Daily Kawish, 16 June, 2017; p. 11 
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In Ratodero, Hanif Jalbaani and Safiullah Jalbaani along with their mother protested against 

their maternal uncles who want to occupy their one jerib of agricultural land illegally. Protesting 

in front of Ratodero press club, they alleged that their uncles are threatening them to either 

hand over the land to them or die. Their uncles also registered fake cases against them with 

the police. They appealed to IG Sindh, DIG Larkana, and SSP Larkana to protect them from 

their uncles and bring justice to them.11  

 

In Qambar Ali Khan, peasants and others protested in front of press club against the cotton 

traders. Members of Abaadgaar Hari Itehaad organization, Siraaj-ud-Deen Abro, Shafee 

Mohammad Shah, Sardar Mohammad Ali, Gul Mohammad Junejo, Nisaar Magsi and Abdul 

Fataah Guraamani said that the cotton crop is ready but as previous, the traders have 

deliberately reduced the rates of cotton, and because of that the farmers would have to bear 

a great loss. The government neither has any policy regarding the matter, nor they have fixed 

any rates for purchase and sale of cotton crops thus the traders are all in all to decide rates. 

They said that poor farmers are very worried and they will protest against farmers’ extortion. 

The Abaadgaar Hari Itehaad organization also arranged a seminar in Qambar, where they 

discussed the situation of 2017-2018 cotton crop and to prepare a plan for future, they invited 

all the cotton crop farmers of Qambar, Larkana, Shikarpur, and Dadu and decided to initiate 

a combined movement.12    

 

In Tando Jam, peasants protested against landlord’s cruelties in front of Hyderabad press club. 

Mehboob Khatiyaan and others said that they used to work for landlord Mahdi Shah, but when 

they demanded their daily wages, the landlord tortured them, and now he is threatening the 

farmers. They also alleged that the landlord’s son Gulab Shah, along with his friends, attacked 

Sher Muhammad Khatiyaan with an ax. He wounded man is struggling between life and death 

in Nawabshah Hospital. They demanded from the authorities to take quick legal action against 

the landlord and thus bring justice to the peasants.13  

 

In the same month, residents of village Gul Mohammad Chachoo near Qambar protested 

against the illegal occupation of their agricultural land. The protestors were holding Quran on 

their heads while protesting in front of the district press club. Irshaad Ali Chacho Sultana 

Khatoon and others told the media that an influential landlord has illegally occupied their 18 

jeribs of agricultural land and with the help of police; the landlord also threshed the rice crop 

and took it all. They demanded justice.14  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
11 Daily Kawish, 6 August, 2017; p. 03 
12 Daily Jang, October 10, 2017; p. 09 
13 Daily Jang, 23 October, 2017; p. 09 
14 Daily Kawish, 24 November, 2017; p. 05 
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In December, peasants of Ghotki agricultural research farm protested in the leadership of Ayaz 

Ali Sheikh, Khan Mohammad Lolaai Ali Akbar Malik. They alleged that the agricultural land of 

the farm is being sold to people other than farmers and the manager of the farm was selling 

the seeds and fertilizers. They also alleged that they are not being paid their daily wages for 

the last many years. Moreover, the cane crop of the farmland is being sold through private 

account rather than government one. They also revealed that the farm’s tractor, thresher, and 

other machines are, rather than giving to the farmers, being given to the local landlords on 

huge rents. They said they also informed the administrative officers of the agricultural farm but 

in vain. They demanded from the chief minister of Sindh, provincial agriculture minister and 

anti-corruption institution to investigate the matter and bring justice to the farmers15.  

 

5.3 WATER SHORTAGE IN JAMRAO CANAL 
 

Jamrao canal was built in 1903 by the British government to irrigate thousands of acres of land 

in Kot Gulam Mohammad Taluka. Now the canal is in its destruction phase because of the lack 

of proper attention by the irrigation department. The canal is not being cleaned and dredged 

timely and because of that its bed getting dumped by the sand. The irrigation department’s 

corrupt officers sale water to the influential landlords and bureaucrats in exchange of huge 

amounts of money, as a result, poor and small-scale farmers are suffering from problems due 

to water shortage, their fertile lands are slowly and gradually turning into infertile and saline, 

on the other hand, the influential landlords’ and bureaucrats’ are 100% fertile. The caretakers 

of the banks of Jamrao canal do not fulfill their duties, and despite that, they get full salaries in 

their accounts.  The trees on the banks of the canal are sold at cheaper rates. Because of no 

repair and maintenance, the banks of the canal are damaged and broken.  

 

Moreover, the Irrigation department’s officials have cultivated crops on the banks of the canal, 

which has caused more destruction to its banks. They also have constructed homes and shops 

on banks of the canal. Though the government and Supreme Court announced many times 

about the evacuation of the canal’s banks but it was never done practically due to the 

                                                           
15 Daily Kawish, 29 December, 2017; p. 02 
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influential people’s interference and irrigation department’s corrupt officers. Hundreds of 

acres of land around the banks of the canal, from the Jamrrao canal’s regulator 101 to Sachi 

Mor and Pujaan Mori and the area between Joriyasar branch, was spared at the time of 

construction of canal by the British government for “mitti bharaai” and animal grazing, but all 

that land is illegally captured by “qabza maafiya,” and they have cultivated it with theft water 

taken from Jamrraao canal and because of that reason, the animal of surrounding village are 

not left with any grazing grounds and are suffering through hunger and malnutrition. This entire 

situation poses a great threat to the agriculture system of the area which is on the way to 

destruction and because of that, the 90% of the local population, which is dependent on 

agriculture, will lose their only source of income and will be further pushed to poverty. 

Thousands of farmers of Kot Gulam Mohammad Taluka have been protesting against the 

artificial water shortage, but the irrigation officers do not take any notice nor have the elected 

members ever paid any attention to their cries. At the tail areas of the canal, farmers could 

not cultivate cotton crop due to water shortage, and because of that, the yearly production 

of cotton will remain low in 2017. In the rural areas of Kot Gulam Mohammad Taluka, people 

are deprived of drinking water and are compelled to drink salty underground water. The 

agricultural lands at the tail areas of the canal are becoming saline, and people are 

compelled to either shift to other places or die because of hunger and thirst.  

 

The educated and neutral people of Kot Gulam Mohammad taluka and farmers of the area, 

Mohammad Ali Halipotto, Doctor Rasool Bux, Aijaz Qaimkhani, Ashok Kumar, Raam Chand, 

Abdul Khaliq Kaalro and others are of the view that the responsible people for the destruction 

of agriculture system in Kot Gulam Mohammad is government of Sindh and elected members 

of the area. They said that, despite restrictions, ten new watercourses had been built on 

Jamrao canal only to provide water to the influential people and for that, the irrigation 

department’s officers receive millions of rupees. They demanded from the NAB officials to 

investigate the matter and make sure that the water is distributed according to the rules and 

regulations.16  

 

 

                                                           
16 Daily Kawish, 19 May, 2017; p. 05 
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SECTION 6: PEASANTS’ RIGHTS MOVEMENT 
 

6.1 SINDH LAND REFORMS MOVEMENT (SLRM): ACTIVISM 

 

In 2012, civil society organizations working in Sindh had formed a network to “struggle for land 

reforms and eliminate the debt bondage in Sindh.” Currently, it has 19 member organizations: 

PILER, PFF, SAWCO, Institute of Social Movements, SAP Pakistan, Bhandar Hari Sangat, RDF, 

Sindh Hari Porhiat Council, Sindh Rural Partners Organization, Sindhi Hari Tahrik, CPCS, Root 

Works Foundation, GRDO, Sindh Community Foundation, Rural Development Foundation, 

ABCF, LRDP, HRCP, and SDS. The network claims that it has been monitoring the peasants’ 

rights situation very closely.1 However, SLRM has to take a stand on two important matters that 

directly hit peasants. One of those is the World Bank’s loan agriculture project. The same kinds 

of projects in other parts of the developing world have resulted in serious problems for poor 

peasants such as Liberia and the Philippines. The second important matter is Sindh agriculture 

policy designed under the same World Bank’s project, which is designed to harm peasants’ 

rights by providing easy space to exploitative corporate companies.2    

 

In 2017, SLRM had framed demands to the provincial government of Sindh and other 

stakeholders; those demands include: 

 

1. Distribution of state land to bonafide haris on the lines of Propriety Rights on Occupancy 

Tenants & Muqarraridars Act 2011, Government of Punjab 

• We demand from the Government of Sindh to enact a law on the pattern of the Propriety 

Rights on Occupancy Tenants and Muqarraridars Act 2011 for distribution of state land to the 

haris of Sindh who has been cultivating agriculture land for many years. 

 

2. Distribute state land among landless haris  

• The Sindh government should immediately distribute state land among landless haris with 

priority given to released bonded laborers and flood-affected people and women. 

 

3. The right of shelter/ housing right to haris 

• Formal land entitlements/official land deeds should be issued to all rural residents, including 

haris, wage workers, and sharecroppers. 

 

4. Tenancy Act, 1950 reforms 

• We deplore the fact that draft amendments to the Tenancy Act 1950 presented by a 

coalition of peasant organizations to the Sindh Assembly in February 2009 were rejected. 

The Sindh Tenancy Act 1950 should be reviewed, updated and amended to bring it in line with 

prevailing conditions and requirements necessary to the interest of haris. 

• In the meantime, compulsory registration of all haris is undertaken forthwith. Hari courts should 

be established. Agricultural land is being converted for commercial purposes resulting in the 

ejectment of haris and intensification of food security. 

 

                                                           
1 Sindh Land Reforms Movement (SLRM): a civil society network. Retrieved from http://piler.org.pk/wp-

content/uploads/2017/03/Sindh-Land-Reforms-Movement.pdf. 
2 National Public Radio. (2015). When The World Bank Does More Harm Than Good. Retrieved from 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2015/04/17/399816448/when-the-world-bank-does-more-harm-than-

good 
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5. All labour laws, inclusive of Industrial Relations Act, ESSI, EOBI, be extended to haris 

• Agriculture workers must have the rights to form an association and to collective bargaining, 

which are fundamental constitutional rights for all workers in Pakistan. Other relevant laws and 

privileges, like registration with EOBI and ESSI, applicable to workers must be extended to 

agricultural workers in due course of time. Sindh Assembly should immediately re-enact the 

Bonded labour System Abolition Act (1992), and the Sindh government should also adopt 

National Policy and Plan of Action (2001) to eradicate bonded labour from the province. 

 

6. Land reforms as per 1977 Bill 

• We believe serious land reforms are urgently needed. In this context, we support the petition 

filed before the Supreme Court of Pakistan by a group of civil society representatives for the 

reversal of the judgment of the Federal Shariat Court to allow for a more equitable land 

distribution across the country. 

 

7. Co-operatives of haris be established on at least 1,000 acres 

• Sindh Government should take steps to allocate land and provide incentives to the haris to 

form agriculture co-operative. 

 

6.2 A BRIEF HISTORY OF SINDH’S PEASANTS’ RIGHTS MOVEMENTS3  

 

In Sindh, the peasant movement started in 1930 with the result of Sukkur Barrage project and 

canals constructed on it by the British government. Most people did not understand the 

background of the project. The Sukkur Barrage project was primarily a loan project, but at the 

same time, it was constructed by the British government to settle political and administrative 

matters and appease notorious elements and also to serve economic interests of the British 

Empire. The Sukkur Barrage Project was not a state project but a productive project to provide 

economic and commercial support to the Empire. All agricultural projects at that time were 

productive projects, created, approved and implemented through a mechanism. Firstly, the 

local admiration had assessed the need of Sukkur Barrage project, then, it was approved by 

the authorities in Bombay Presidency, and then Bombay Presidency had sought a loan from 

London Office. Sukkur barrage, which was an ultimate cause of the creation of Sindh Hari 

Committee, was a loan project. Since Sukkur Barrage was a loan project, therefore, the 

administration had to return the loan, along with interest, in a certain period. 

 

Before the Sukkur Barrage project, in 1919, the British authorities had assessed that local Sindhi 

peasants were lazy and not hardworking, and they were unable to meet modern farming 

needs. They perceived that if lands on Sukkur Barrage area were given to local Sindhi peasants, 

the loan including interest would not be paid back to London office. Therefore, the British 

authorities gave lands in Sukkur Barrage area to different types of people mostly non-Sindhi 

peasants: 1) Punjabi settlers, who were already cultivating lands in barrage areas in Punjab. 

For the British, Punjabis were hard working and most experienced peasants in irrigated colonies 

in Punjab. Most of the Punjabi peasants were given land around Jamrao Canal. 2) Lands were 

also given to those who had already experience of colonized villages, and in those villages, 

irrigation was done under the British Empire. 3) Lands were also given to tribal chiefs such as 

                                                           
3 This brief history of Sindhh peasant’s movement is an outcome of a brief interview with Zafar Junejo by 

Abdullah Khoso in 2017. Zafar was doing a PhD from the University of Malaya, Malaysia. He was conducting 

archival research on peasants’ movement in Sindh. Zafar had thoroughly reviewed the literature on different 

aspects of peasant movement in Sindh; however, in this interview he highlighted some of the aspects related to 

peasants’ rights that include agricultural developmental project and the role of Sindh Hari Committee. 
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Mari, Pathans and so on which were troublemakers outside of Sindh. It means, the British 

authorities not only gave land to people who could have provided them enough production 

but also to those who could have created problems in the project areas, including many Khoso 

families, were given lands on Jamrao canal because they were troublemakers in Dadu area. 

Baloch people were also given lands so that they should not become part of hur movement; 

however, the prime reason of dolling out lands to non-Sindhi people was that the Sindhi 

peasants were not able to do the organized agriculture. The British doubted that Sindhi 

peasants would work hard and thus they would remain indebted.          

 

It was the largest modern agriculture project in the history, which was properly engineered and 

structured because the land was properly distributed and divided into different categories, 

blocks, pieces, and acres, and irrigation water was distributed as per the size of the land. 

 

Overall there were noticed three factors of land distribution: 1) economic (primarily loan 

related), 2) political settlements, and 3) commercial. It was commercial because the British 

Empire was losing battles in America, and was also losing cotton fields, where from it got 

abundant cotton production on cheap labour. The lord of the house permitted light of local 

administrations suggestion that from Sukkur barrage project area, the cheapest and of the 

same quantity cotton could be produced. The exact words were: Sindh will be the cotton-

growing district of the province.  

 

The British government wanted to meet both international and national market need and 

demand for cotton. The cottonseed they introduced in Sindh was rough, not refined, but they 

refined cotton production in Britain. These above three reasons were also the reasons for the 

construction of Sukkur barrage. Interestingly, the propaganda literature they produced for the 

success of the project, did not take into account the human factors, and brochures merely 

contained pictures of machines or only of two donkeys as dump laborers. It was done to show 

the supremacy of European advancement and backwardness of Sindhi peasants.  

 

The literature gave an impression that Sukkur barrage was for the development of Sindh, but it 

was far away from the reality because the Empire had its interests and designs. Some Sindhi 

peasants also got lands because Sindhi also became part of Khilafat movement in Turkey and 

noncooperation movement of Gandhi. Lands were given to some  Sindhi peasants to contain 

such movements. However, the majority of them were already landlords. There were 

assessments that since the local political system was based on the landlord system if landlords 

were not supported, that could create problems for the Empire. The empire did not like to have 

more agitations; since there were already two big movements going on. In that time, the local 

people supported each other, regardless of religion and caste, even Hindus went to jail for 

supporting Khilafat movement. 

 

Irrigation policy and projects by the British Empire were not launched with a purpose to make 

Sindh and its peasants prosperous but to contain rogue or political elements, return the loan 

and compensate the loss of cotton production in American colonies. The colonizers said to the 

extent said that Talpurs were of no use, they were a burden on the British government because 

they were taking a pension. In order get rid of them, they gave lands to many Talpur families 

around Jamrao canal. Talpurs agreed and received agriculture land; each was allotted some 

hundreds of acres.  
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The Empire was scared; thus, in order to reduce impact or influence of these movements, the 

Empire thought to compensate Sindhi landlords and some local peasants, now Sindh Hari 

Committee (SHC) emerged which was founded in 1930, like many other movements in the 

world, the SHC was led by the middle class, none of the pioneer members of the SHC were 

peasants. GM Syed, Jamshed Mehta, Abdul Majeed Sindhi, Shri P. R. Gokhley, Haider Bux Jatoi 

and others were from the middle class. They were either rural elite or urban middle class. The 

SHC was formed to facilitate the process of land distribution among peasants in light of the 

land allocation policy under Sukkur barrage project. There is a famous speech of Jamshed 

Mehta in which he said that SHC was formed for a middle path so that peasants could do hard 

work and landlords could give more attention on their lands for more production. He also wrote 

that they had not formed the committee to take away lands from landlords and give these to 

peasants or to bring socialism.     

 

There are a few major things that have happened in result of SHC’s struggle. One, peasant 

became part of the provincial and national agenda; there was no mention of peasants in the 

national politics, but the SHC played a role to bring their issues into the mainstream discourse. 

Even at the national level in India, Mazdoor and Kisan committee was formed which took the 

issues of peasants together with laborers, later on, they realized that peasants had different 

nature of issues. Mazdoor and Kisan Committee did not work for peasants. The Congress gave 

importance to the SHC when the SHC promised to take other national issues. In Tando Jam, 

the SHC, in a meeting, passed a resolution in which it demanded the release of political 

prisoners and also freedom of Hindustan. The second important role SHC played is that it 

introduced peasants as a separate class or group of people with different nature of issues. 

 

When Pakistan was formed, for the first time, two inquiry committees were formed on the 

pressure of SHC; the formation of these committees was one of the success stories of the SHC. 

Then they played a role in bringing the pro-peasant legislation including the STA 1950.    

 

In the entire peasant literature, there is no or little mention of time because they work all times, 

anytime or round the clock. There was no specific time for a peasant to work. There is only 

mention of resources and relationship with landlords. However, in the case of industrial workers 

or informal workers, there is mention of 8 or more hours of work, working conditions and wages. 

These are the important factors to determine the conditions of workers in the formal work 

setting. The SHC had also initiated the Batai Tahreek. They demanded to have an equal share 

of peasants in the total production. It was also one of the achievements of the SHC. 

 

Peasants were not identified as a class but a group of people which have certain economic 

rights in the result of a different nature of the relationship with the landlords and means of 

production (lands and resources). It was merely demanded and suggested to have their 

certain economic rights in which they should not be deprived (displaced) from the land, and 

their coming generation should have right to continue cultivating the land. But practically, 

such demands could not become fulfilled because if their rights were accepted, they would 

have equal property rights over the land and also in the selection of types of crops to be 

cultivated. Therefore, it never happened. In 1943, the government had constituted the first 

agriculture inquiry committee, in which Deyal Mal Dolat Raam, as a member of the committee, 

had taken a strong notice of such kinds of peasants’ rights. The government had constituted 

the committee to look into peasants’ issues. GM Syed was also a member of the committee. 

This committee was constituted before the committee of Masood khadar posh.  
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Dolat Raam had taken a strong notice of demands to give rights to peasants. He was not a 

landlord. GM Syed was part of it. Dolat Ram also had said that if lands were given to peasants, 

such practice and scene would totally disturb an existing political and administrative system, 

which would create a chaotic situation, which would bring disaster; he had added that Sindhi 

peasants’ worst life was a result of their social life and that they were lazy people. Therefore, 

he strongly recommended not to give tenancy especially occupancy rights on the land to 

peasants. He suggested to give lands to peasants for a certain period but not permanently; 

he had added that if any peasant continuously works for eight years in a good relationship 

with the landlord, then his tenure should be extended. However, he further added that the 

landlord should have right to remove the peasant anytime if any issue arises. On the other 

hand, GM Syed said that all vacant government lands should be given to landless peasants. 

The second committee was a sort of extension of the first committee on which Masood 

Khadarposh had written a critical note. It happened after the creation of Pakistan. 

 

However, the entire struggle for providing lands to peasants brought a new dimension or 

context to the peasants’ life. Since the government directly allocated land to many peasants, 

they had developed direct contacts with government, earlier public or peasants had not 

directly contacted or accessed the government but through landlords, sardars, councilors. For 

the first time in modern history, the state and individuals were in direct contact.  

 

During the launching ceremony of Sukkur barrage, the officials were talking about the 

grandness of the project, and they appreciated engineers. It was meant to say that technically 

Pakistan could sustain because they had created a big project. My understanding is that the 

state's rhetoric or language was different from the ground realities. The official or the 

governmental rhetoric was to develop Sindh, but these projects were used to address political 

issues and reward their people. 

 

Over the history, there have remained four types of people on the list of land distribution, ex-

army men, settlers, peasants, and landlords. GM Mirza added retired bureaucracy to the list. 

There was a reason behind it, during 1952-58 there was an extreme food shortage, and thus 

ration or quota system was practiced. The government said that lands should be given to 

people who have money and they should cultivate cash crops so that these crops could be 

exported and foreign money could be earned; the government sold lands to military men, 

bureaucracy, and landlords. The interesting thing is, Sindh's economy was depending on Hindu 

money lenders; Hindu money lenders left after partition, which resulted in a reduction in the 

agriculture production. Although Sukkur barrage was in full swing, there was no one to lend 

money to cultivators, therefore, in 1952 they formed an agricultural corporation, to provide 

loans to landlords, but there was low production because most of the migrants did not 

cultivate land, they were from peripheral and semi-urban areas, and they did not like to 

cultivate lands. The government also gave lands to even 300 Bengali families, but most of them 

sold their lands and returned to urban areas. Even in Hyderabad region (Sanghar, Badin, and 

Mirpurkhas), migrants did not like to work and returned. Mostly bureaucrats had purchased 

those lands. The lands given or purchased by landlords were considered absentee landlords. 

Again the local peasants continued to cultivate lands and supplied material to markets.  

 

Overall, in this scene, the bigger role of the SHC was an allocation of lands to peasants. Qazi 

Faiz Mohammad said that evacuee properties (lands left by Hindus) should be given to Sindhi 

peasants. He suggested that migrants should be adjusted in urban areas. Peasants had also 

protested, and two peasants’ leaders (Usmani and GM Syed) met with the president Iskandar 
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Mirza. Usmani was from National Awami Party. They proposed to Mirza that lands around Sukkur 

Barrage should be given to migrants and lands evacuated by Sindhi Hindu peasants should 

be given to landless Sindhi peasants. It was land allotment tehreek. After the one unit, the focus 

of SHC was diverted to Sindhi national cause rather to peasant rights. They focused on Sindhi 

language and anti-one unit tehreek. Then the SHC lost its momentum to protect the rights of 

peasants even if they were not doing wholeheartedly. My understanding is that land given to 

Sindhi landless peasants did not result of the SHC’s struggle, but most of the lands were 

received through personal contacts and arrangements with the government officials and 

politicians. After the 70s, the SHC was dead because it took national issues and its support from 

Bangladesh. 
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SECTION 7: DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS FOR PEASANTS  

 

7.1 FAO AND EU’S PROJECT FOR LANDLESS PEASANTS 

 

The United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) with the financial aid of the 

European Union (EU) has initiated a four-year project to improve land tenancy for the landless 

peasants. Title of the project is Improved Land Tenancy in Sindh Province (ILTS)’. The project 

has been launched in light of the peasants’ lack of access to land as a tenant, but if they have 

access, it is all a verbal deal between landlords and peasants. Without any documentation 

and transparency in financial transactions, peasants often end up as vulnerable bonded 

laborers. The ILTS project aims to benefit 12,600 households in Sujawal, Tando Muhammad 

Khan, Mirpur Khas, Tando Allahyar, Dadu, Jamshoro, Larkana, and Matiari. It also aims to have 

4,800 informal tenancy agreements between peasants and landlords.1 The main objective of 

the project is to contribute to poverty alleviation efforts.2 

 

7.2 THE LANDLESS HAREES PROJECT  

 

In 2009, the GoS had initiated the Landless Harees Project (LHP) to provide agricultural land to 

peasants in 17 districts (Umerkot, Thatta Badin, Jamshoro, Sanghar, Dadu, Larkana, Ghotki, 

Jacobabad, Kashmore, Khairpur, Matiari, Mirpurkhas, Shahdadkot (Kamber), Shaheed 

Benazirabad, Shikarpur, and Sukkur) of Sindh. Total 41,520 acres of land was distributed among 

2,883 and 1,220 (29.4 percent) men and (70.6 percent) women. The state land and the 

relevant services (money, seeds, and training) were given through NGOs. The main purpose 

was to improve the unutilized or unleveled land, purchase of fertilizers and seeds.  

 

The beneficiaries were also given micro health insurance, family nutrition kits, and poultry birds 

and fruit trees. The allotment of the land to an individual ranged between 1 to 25 acres. They 

were given Rs42,772,251 for in-kind support and Rs47,254,833 as cash grants for developing the 

land.  

 

The GoS and the consortium of NGOs claimed the success of the project.3 However, after the 

completion of the project, no independent studies have been conducted to assess the impact 

                                                           
1 The News. (2018). Project launched to empower landless farmers in Sindh. Retrieved from 

https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/274952-project-launched-to-empower-landless-farmers-in-sindh  
2 Ahmed, A. (2018). $5m project aims to empower Sindh’s landless farmers. Retrieved from 

https://www.dawn.com/news/1387359  
3 Sindh Rural Support Programme Consortium. (undated). Landless Harees Completion Report, at 

http://www.srso.org.pk/reports/spcl_rpt/Landless%20Harees%20Report-%20Completion.pdf   

https://www.thenews.com.pk/latest/274952-project-launched-to-empower-landless-farmers-in-sindh
https://www.dawn.com/news/1387359
http://www.srso.org.pk/reports/spcl_rpt/Landless%20Harees%20Report-%20Completion.pdf
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of the LHP; whereas many NGOs had highlighted issues, problems and complications in the 

distribution process,4 and even serious issues in taking possessions of the land.5  

 

For HWA, the land distribution was an important initiative; however, the real issue of land reform 

has not been addressed. The federal government has completed the construction of rainree 

canal, Nai Gaj Dam and Darawat Dam in Sindh; the state land around these projects should 

be distributed among the landless peasants. 

 

7.3 THE WORLD BANK LOAN PROJECT IN SINDH HARMS IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

 

In July 2014, World Bank had approved the Sindh Agriculture Project for five years until June 

2019. The total approved project cost was USD88.70 million. The project’s main purpose was to 

improve the productivity and market access of small and medium scale producers6 in 

commodity value chains. According to the project documents of the World Bank, the project 

had three components.  

 

1) Capacity building and institutional development: It aimed to build the capacity of the 

producers through technology development, technology dissemination, training, and 

exposure. The first component was further divided into three more areas: capacity building of 

producers; modernization of extension services and agricultural research; and strategic 

planning for the agricultural sector.  

 

2) Investment for agricultural growth: In this component, focus was on the horticulture and 

dairy value chains and also on to reduce the post-harvest loss among small-holder rice 

growers. Component two also had four subcomponents for supporting farmers and producers 

with technology innovations in the selected value chains: horticulture value chains; rice post-

harvest loss management; dairy value chain; and demand-driven innovation fund.  

 

3) Project management and monitoring and evaluation: It aimed to support the project 

management units (PMUs), project coordinator's office, and project implementation units 

(PIUs); the third party monitoring; implementation of environment and social management 

                                                           
4 Jan Khaskheli (2015). Government urged to start third phase of land distribution among landless women, at 

http://www.thenews.com.pk/print/20291-govt-urged-to-start-third-phase-of-land-distribution-among-landless-

women 
5 Participatory Development Initiatives (2009). Sindh Government’s Land Distribution Program: Issues & 

Challenge, at https://www.academia.edu/12009491/Sindh_Governments_Land_Distribution_Program-

Issues_and_Challenges 
6 The term producer is vague and the selection criterion of the producers is not disclosed  
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framework (ESMF) and pest management plan (PMP) and development of social assessment; 

and rigorous impact evaluation to attribute causality to project interventions.7  

 

By the end of 2017, it was disclosed that World Bank had extended the project duration from 

June 2019 to December 2020. The midterm review was carried out in November 2017 by the 

World Bank’s mission. It awarded a moderately satisfactory status to the project. The 

breakthrough was believed to be the agriculture policy, introduced by GoS for the first time. It 

was claimed that draft of the policy was finalized in consultation with stakeholders. 8  

 

Somewhere else in the world, however, the researchers have identified harms brought by the 

World Bank’s projects for local communities. The bank claims to bring an end to extreme 

poverty by increasing income of the poorest people.9 The Sindh agriculture Growth Project 

clearly shows that it aimed to benefit influential landlords rather than the poor peasants 

(harees) and poor farm workers.  

 

The project is no way oriented towards peasants’ rights. The World Bank has loaned money to 

the GoS, which is of Pakistan Peoples’ Party, whose majority of the members are either feudal 

or have feudal backgrounds. The bank’s money ultimately benefits the landlords, and the poor 

peasants and workers have to return it by working day and night.  

  

In different parts of the world, in just one decade, around 3.4 million people were displaced 

by the bank’s projects and “hundreds of families had their homes burned down.” 10 

 

In an international campaign, the world banks’ projects designed to improve agricultural 

productivity were considered dangerous for food security in developing countries. The 

campaign believed that bank has been applying a model of development where 

corporations would lead. The bank’s agricultural projects function only to encourage 

corporate land grabbers and weaken the small-scale farmers or peasants which produce 

around 80 percent of the food in developing countries. The campaign also claimed that the 

                                                           
7 World Bank. (n.d.). Overview. Retrieved from 

http://projects.worldbank.org/P128307/?lang=en&tab=overview  
8 Muhammad Hussain. (2018, January 15). Retrieved from https://outlook.live.com/owa/?path=/mail/junkemail  
9 National Public Radio. (2015). When The World Bank Does More Harm Than Good. Retrieved from 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2015/04/17/399816448/when-the-world-bank-does-more-harm-than-

good 
10 National Public Radio. (2015). When The World Bank Does More Harm Than Good. Retrieved from 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2015/04/17/399816448/when-the-world-bank-does-more-harm-than-

good 

http://projects.worldbank.org/P128307/?lang=en&tab=overview
https://outlook.live.com/owa/?path=/mail/junkemail
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project's approach (‘ease of doing businesses) would seed poverty "by putting the interests of 

foreign investors before those of locals."11  

 

As the bank has loaned project in Sindh, it has started projects in Ethiopia, the Philippines, 

Guatemala, Rwanda, Morocco, Spain, Mozambique, Uganda, Nepal, and Ukraine. The 

projects in these countries only aimed to open agriculture sector to foreign corporations under 

the slogan of ‘ease of doing business’; meaning “cutting administrative procedures, lowering 

corporate taxes, removing environmental and social regulations or suppressing trade barriers." 

 

The bank’s loan approach binds the GoS to make things easy and smooth for the corporations, 

which would result in land acquisition by corporations- as it has happened in Liberia and the 

Philippines. By 2014, the foreigners had acquired 5.2 million hectares of land in Liberia. The 

World Bank is after the large-scale industrial farming, which is dangerous for the environment 

and the local peasants and poor workers.12  

 

The civil society in Pakistan has largely glossed over the World Bank’s approach and depriving 

small farmers of the rights to land and production. The Sindh Agriculture Policy drafted under 

the World Bank project that aims to ease business for large corporations, which would have 

buy thousands of acres of ands but these would have the only right to sell and purchase seeds. 

 

 

                                                           
11 Jones, S. (2014). World Bank's new agriculture project threatens food security, warn experts. Retrieved from 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2014/mar/31/world-bank-agriculture-project-threatens-food-

security 
12 Jones, S. (2014). World Bank's new agriculture project threatens food security, warn experts. Retrieved from 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2014/mar/31/world-bank-agriculture-project-threatens-food-

security 
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SECTION 8: REPRESENTATION OF PEASANTS AT INTERNATIONAL 

FORUMS 
 

8.1 UNIVERSAL PERIODIC REVIEW (UPR) PAKISTAN 2017 

 

In November 2017, the third time, UPR Pakistan took place in Geneva to review the state of 

human rights and status of the recommendations given by the members during the review 

session the first and the second time. The review of submissions for the UPR from the local, 

national and international organizations and also of the state report shows that peasants and 

their rights were totally glossed over. The state report indicates that under the Benazir income 

support programme, the government had made heavens for peasants. Ireland, Russia, and 

Korea recommended addressing bonded labour issue1, which is only a single aspect in the 

struggle for peasant’s rights. The report compiled, based on the UN information, has just slightly 

mentioned farmers in light of a concern of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights, which indicated that trend of land ownership concentration was increasing which 

pushed a large number of landless peasants and small-scale landholders living in poverty and 

exploitation of peasants in the hands of feudal under “feudal tenant arrangement”.2 In the UN 

documentation related to UPR, only the term farmer is used not the peasant.  

 

8.2 UPDATE: 4TH SESSION OF THE OEIWG ON THE UN DECLARATION ON PEASANT 

RIGHTS 
 

 
 

From 15 to 19 May 2017, the fourth session of the Intergovernmental Working Group on a UN 

Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and Other People Working in Rural Areas took place. In 

the session, long deliberations, negotiations, and interventions were done by the international 

peasant delegation of La Via Campesina and its allies. The declaration recognizes peasants’ 

                                                           
1 OHCHR. Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review: Pakistan Retrieved from 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/370/42/PDF/G1737042.pdf?OpenElement  
2 OHCHR. Compilation on Pakistan Report of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human 

Rights. Retrieved from https://documents-dds-

ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/257/52/PDF/G1725752.pdf?OpenElement  

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/370/42/PDF/G1737042.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/257/52/PDF/G1725752.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/257/52/PDF/G1725752.pdf?OpenElement
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rights to land, to food sovereignty, to seeds, to decent working conditions, to markets, to the 

public policy participation, and the stakes. For more than 16 years, La Via Campesina (the 

world’s largest peasant movement) has been struggling to have a legal document, which 

protects the rights of peasants across the world, recognized by the international community 

through the UN system. In 2009, the Advisory Committee to the UN Human Rights carried out a 

study to examine discrimination related to access to the right to food and identify positive 

practices to address discriminatory practices. In light of the results of the study, the Committee 

recommended creating of an international document to protect the rights of peasants and 

also presented the draft declaration on the day of Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and 

Other People Working in Rural Areas, which was greatly picked up points from La Via 

Campesina’s declaration. In 2012, through a UN’s Resolution (21/19), the Open-ended 

Intergovernmental Working Group on a UN Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and Other 

People Working in Rural Areas (OEIWG). This group wad mandated to negotiate, finalize and 

approve the declaration. Since then the draft declaration has remained under discussion and 

subject to changes and re-adoption in three sessions of OEIWG. In May 2017, the declaration 

was reviewed for the fourth time by the OEIWG in which international organizations - working 

for the peasant's rights – had actively participated.3 

 

On the last day of the fourth session, the chair of the OEIWG prepared report and La Via 

Campesina and others prepared a joint statement addressing the working group, which was 

read in the concluding moments of the Session (the next session of the OEIWG would take 

place in April 2018). Following is the text of the joint statement: 

 

 
 

La Via Campesina, The International Union of Food, Agricultural, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, 

Tobacco and Allied Wokers’ Association (IUF), World Forum of Fisher Peoples (WFFP), The World 

Alliance of Mobile Indigenous Peoples (WAMIP), Federation of Rural Adult Catholic Movement 

                                                           
3 European Coordination Via Campesina. (2017). Peasants' Rights Declaration 15-19 May: Updates from 

Geneva. Retrieved from http://www.eurovia.org/event/peasants-rights-declaration-15-19-may-updates-from-

geneva/  

http://www.eurovia.org/event/peasants-rights-declaration-15-19-may-updates-from-geneva/
http://www.eurovia.org/event/peasants-rights-declaration-15-19-may-updates-from-geneva/
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(FIMARC), International Indian Treaty Council (IITC), Association Centre Europe-Tiers Monde 

(ACETIM), FIAN International, International Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL), 

Programme on Women’s Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (PWESCR), Bread for All, and 

other organisations that we will add afterwards in annex list. 

  

We peasants, indigenous peoples, pastoralists, fisherfolk and rural workers, including rural 

women from around the globe, from La Via Campesina, IUF, WFFP, WAMIP, FIMARC, IITC along 

with CETIM, FIAN International, and other organizations, represent billions of rural people 

altogether. We have been constructively engaging this process of the UN Declaration on the 

Rights of Peasants and Other People Working in Rural Areas, from the fields of pasture, our 

workplaces around the world and here in Geneva for many years. We strongly welcome the 

level of constructive support from cross-regions, from Latin America, Africa, Asia, and Europe. 

We especially welcome the warm and effective leadership of the Chair-rapporteur. It is worth 

taking note that delegates of UN member states have extended their very strong contribution 

to the process. 

  

As we have been saying from the very beginning, we, as representatives of peasants, 

indigenous peoples, pastoralists, fishers and rural workers, including rural women, shall be 

recognized as legitimate parties in international cooperation in relation to food and rural 

development, since we constitute the sector of the population most affected by hunger and 

malnutrition despite strongly contributing to feeding the world. The 2 billion peasants and other 

people working in rural areas have great knowledge and experience, as well as our 

perspectives. We understand the current challenges facing the world’s food systems and have 

ideas for solutions. We can contribute to the development process in a valuable manner. 

  

This process has made our movement stronger than ever.  After sixteen years of effort and 

dedication, throughout the world, our communities’ expectations keep rising, expecting our 

demands to be recognized in the intergovernmental negotiations. 

  

This is our declaration, we have been, and we will keep defending it constructively before our 

national governments until its conclusion. All peasants and people working in rural areas 

around the world strongly identify themselves with the content of this Declaration, which will 

be an instrument to restore and dignify our status in society and to recognize our rights. 

  

We are confident to see the willingness of States to recognize crucial rights for us, such as the 

right to land and the right to seeds.  We are mildly concerned with the reserves that have been 

expressed by only some States towards major parts of the text regarding collective rights and 

extraterritorial obligations. However, as we navigate through this process, and witness its 

evolutions, we believe that common ground on the recognition of the right to Food 

Sovereignty can be reached. 

  

What was perceived as new rights by certain countries, are now favorably reconsidered? 

Thanks to the legal grounds put forward by the experts, the right to seeds and the right to land 

are gaining an incontestable legitimacy in the declaration, as they are specifically referred to 

in international agreements and a growing number of national legislation. Our grassroots 

testimonies reinforce the state of emergency for recognizing these rights in the Declaration 

without any further delay. 
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As we all stand here, in full knowledge that human rights prevail economic interests, we call 

on States to unite to recognize and further guarantee the realization of the rights of peasants 

and other people working in rural areas. 

  

As organizations representing peasants and other people working in rural areas, we stand 

ready to play our part and take up our responsibilities. We are ready to put our best effort to 

contribute to this historical process. States can no longer postpone the declaration. The time is 

ripe for the recognition and protection of our rights. Let us work together for the adoption of 

the declaration at the earliest. 

  

For peasants and other people working in rural areas, the relationship with Mother Earth, her 

territories and waters is the physical, cultural, and spiritual basis for our existence. We are 

obliged to maintain this relationship with Mother Earth for the survival of our future generations. 

We gladly assume our role as her guardians. 

  

Long live peasants and other people working in rural areas!4 

                                                           
4 European Coordination Via Campesina. (2017). The time is ripe for the recognition and protection of peasants' 

rights. Retrieved from http://www.eurovia.org/the-time-is-ripe-for-the-recognition-and-protection-of-peasants-

rights/  

http://www.eurovia.org/the-time-is-ripe-for-the-recognition-and-protection-of-peasants-rights/
http://www.eurovia.org/the-time-is-ripe-for-the-recognition-and-protection-of-peasants-rights/
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SECTION 9: RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Peasants and organizations (working for the rights of peasants in Sindh) should connect with 

growing rights-based movements across the globe (especially La Via Campesina) and 

struggle for the recognition of peasants in the international human rights system, such as HRC 

and UPR. 

 

The SLRM should take part in the ongoing deliberations on the draft UN declaration on the 

Rights of Peasants and Other People Working in Rural Areas. 

 

From the peasants’ rights perspective, independent studies are needed to assess the short and 

long-term (negative and positive) impacts of the World Bank’s loan project in Sindh. 

 

The civil society organizations should come forward to assess the effectiveness of the Sindh 

Agriculture Policy drafted under the World Bank project, and campaign against harmful 

impacts of the policy on the peasants. 

 

Peasants have to come forward and change their settled thinking that the struggle for the 

reforms is only brought about by the middle and educated class, they must take matters into 

their own hands and not serve as puppets in the struggle for their own rights.  

 

Peasants and organizations working for the rights of peasants should not limit their struggle for 

registering peasants and fishers under the SIRA but struggle for more specific laws in light of the 

upcoming UN declaration on the rights of peasants and other rural workers. 

 

The GoS should amend the SBLSAA, the STA, and the PPC to increase the punishment to at 

least five years, and make the offense of keeping people in bondage non-bailable and non-

compoundable. 

 

The GoS should take measures to implement the SBLSAA and the STA and register peasants or 

tenants under the STA and ensure that all peasants are provided agreements under the STA. 

The amendments should be in light of the draft UN declaration on the rights of peasants, the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966), and the Peasants’ 

Charter (1981).  

 

The GoS should introduce the legislation on seeds to protect the rights of peasants to produce, 

exchange, buy and sell their seeds in the market, and also to save the common public from 

genetically modified beautiful looking products. The Seed Act by the federal government is 

against the rights of peasants, and the GoS should consider adopting a pro-peasants law. 

 

The GoS should not abide with the corporate approach (primarily based on profit maximization 

by any means) of the World Bank and the Sindh Agriculture Policy should draft in light of the 

draft UN declaration on the peasants’ rights.  

 

The GoS should take measures to rehabilitate released or escaped bonded peasants and 

should provide all basic human rights services in peasant (Hari) camps until they are 

rehabilitated. There should also be skills and training programmes for residents in peasant 

camps. 
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Sindh’s nationalist political party leaders should come forward and show proof that they have 

formal tenancy contracts with their peasants. 

 

In the local government system, peasants in rural areas should be provided separate seats 

from labour seats because their issues are different from the workers. However, laborers and 

peasants should work together. 

 

The GoS should launch another rmega phase of landless peasants projets around newly 

established NaiGaj Dam, Rainree Canal and Darawat Dam. 
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